City of East Grand Rapids
Regular City Commission Meeting
Agenda

YouTube Livestream:
https://bit.ly/2xXlLvn
Begins at 6 pm.

March 29, 2021 – 6:00 p.m.
(EGR Community Center – 750 Lakeside Drive)
Citizens may attend the meeting in person or virtually.
1.

Call to Order.

2.

Approval of Agenda.

3.

Public Comment.

4.

Report of Mayor, City Commissioners and City Manager.

Virtual attendance/ participation information:
https://www.eastgr.org/CivicAlerts.aspx?AID=761

Regular Agenda Items
5.

Presentation of draft Mobility Plan (public comment and commission input welcome; no action requested).

6.

Discussion of Lakeside Drive mural replacement request (possible action requested).

7.

Discussion of options for virtual and in-person meetings beginning April 1 (verbal update; possible action).

8.

Approval of Goals & Objectives document (no hearing required; approval requested).

Consent Agenda Items (no hearing required; approval requested unless noted)
9.

Minutes of the regular meeting held March 15, 2021.

10. Disbursement of funds: payroll disbursements of $224,920.31; county and school disbursements of $-0-, and total
remaining disbursements of $412,748.82.
11. Purchase of mobile data terminals for Public Safety vehicles.
12. Contract for catch basin and manhole rehabilitation work.
13. Extension of dispatching agreement with Kent County.
14. Amendment of construction agreement with City of Grand Rapids for the 2021 Hall Street improvements.
15. Resolution authorizing the Mayor and City Clerk to execute contracts with the State of Michigan for 2021 Hall Street
improvements.
*

*

*

Public hearings will be held if noted in each agenda item. If no hearing is noted, comments should be made during “Public Comment” in Item 3.
The City will provide reasonable auxiliary aids for individuals requiring them for effective communication in programs and services of the City.
Notice must be made to the City five (5) days prior to the program or service requesting the specific auxiliary aid.

CITY OF

EAST GRAND RAPIDS
750 LAKESIDE DRIVE SE • EAST GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN 49506
(616) 940-4817

www.eastgr.org

DOUG LAFAVE
DEPUTY CITY MANAGER

MEMORANDUM

TO:
FROM:
DATE:

Honorable Mayor and City Commissions
Doug La Fave, Deputy City Manager
March 15, 2021

RE:

Mobility-Bike Action Plan-Introduction

Action Requested: The City Commission will receive an introduction overview of the Mobility-Bike
Action Plan from Progressive AE and provide feedback prior to a formal adoption at the next meeting.
Background: One of the short-term goals noted in the 1–3-year range of the 2018 Master Plan document
is to prepare a city-wide Mobility Plan focused on ways to improve safety and travel for cyclists.
Progressive AE was selected through an RFP process in late 2019 for community development and
engagement in 2020. With the COVID-19 pandemic, summer outdoor engagement sessions were held
by Progressive AE as well as a tactical engagement demonstration on Lakeside Drive which was
conducted by Aligned Planning. Along with engagement sessions, several community surveys were
also conducted to further collect feedback and engage residents.
After the introduction at the March 29 City Commission meeting, community and commissioner
feedback pertaining to the Mobility-Bike Action Plan will be taken for any final edits to be considered
for formal adoption at the April 19, 2021 City Commission Meeting.
The Mobility-Bike Action Plan is included with meeting materials as well along with other associated
materials via the Mobility-Bike Action webpage: 2020 Mobility/Bike Action Plan | East Grand Rapids, MI Official Website

REVIEWED & APPROVED FOR SUBMISSION:

Shea Charles
City Manager
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Background and Purpose
People in East Grand Rapids love spending time outside. This is a walkable community in which residents prize
an active lifestyle, and it is a destination for non-residents seeking recreation in beautiful, well-maintained public
spaces. While the population of East Grand Rapids is slightly more than 10,000, the number of people here can
double during sporting and cultural events and on summer days when everyone wants to be outside. The City’s
network of pathways, streets and sidewalks is a crucial element of this inviting character and the network’s
importance to the community requires a planning process that will preserve and expand mobility safely.

Mobility-Bike Action Plan

3

The groundwork for this effort was laid in the 2018 Master Plan update which by establishing a goal of reviewing
existing network infrastructure for all modes, integrated walking and cycling into the transportation planning
process—an ambitious and exciting cultural change for any city. “Our streets and public spaces should continue
to encourage walking and biking for better health and environmental quality,” the Master Plan said.
Accomplishing this to a meaningful degree is not just about infrastructure. It requires intentionally cultivating an
expansive culture of mobility with good design, a high level of maintenance, education, and training to make sure
the community understands that safety and respect are responsibilities shared by everyone and crucial components
of the high quality of life they expect. No city, big or small, can simply flip a switch, or change an ordinance, or install
a bike lane and seriously proclaim that they are now bike friendly.
This Mobility/Bike Action Plan (Action Plan) charts a path forward. It includes some specific recommendations for
infrastructure planning and projects, but it is primarily a methodology for integrating bike and pedestrian planning
and projects into an existing and robust infrastructure program. It also includes suggestions for messaging and a
framework for shifting thinking and perceptions for transportation on both the City and public sides. East Grand
Rapids, already a leader in quality of life and responsible infrastructure stewardship, now has an opportunity to raise
the standard of integrated, holistic, and inclusive transportation planning in western Michigan in a modern manner
that truly reflects the community’s values and aspirations.
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•

Connect to existing and planned bike infrastructure in neighboring communities.

•

Identify where near-term improvements to the existing network can quickly
improve conditions for cycling and leverage infrastructure in other communities,
expanding residents’ opportunities to bike rather than drive for short trips or
Action Plan Goals:
recreational rides.
The Action Plan was commissioned to guide transportation and infrastructure planning and projects in East Grand
Rapids
by helping
the Cityplanned
government
to: future capital improvements can support more
• Identify
where
and
how the
• Understand
communityand
viewslong-term
cycling and its
concerns, needs
and aspirations
for cycling
infrastructure.
ambitious
mediumprojects,
integrating
multimodal
considerations
• Identify
policies
messaging
strategies
that will makeplanning
cycling safer
and more convenient for people of all
more
fullyand
into
the City’s
transportation
process.
ages and abilities.

Action
Plan
Values:
to existing
• Connect
and planned bike infrastructure in neighboring communities.

• Identify where near-term improvements to the existing network can quickly improve conditions for cycling

Feedback
collected
during
outreach
for theexpanding
Action residents’
Plan reflects
the community’s
values:
and leverage
infrastructure
in other
communities,
opportunities
to bike rather than
drive
for short trips or recreational rides.

•

Its desire for a transportation system that serves the entire community – all

•

Its support for encouraging walking and biking as a way to enhance physical and
mental health.

• Identify where planned and future capital improvements can support more ambitious medium- and long-term
abilities
and multimodal
throughout
life.
projects,
integrating
considerations
more fully into the City’s transportation planning process.

Action Plan Values:

Feedback collected during outreach for the Action Plan reflects the community’s values:

•

The need to make available multiple affordable and reliable options for travel
throughout the region.
• Its support for encouraging walking and biking as a way to enhance physical and mental health.
• Its desire for a transportation system that serves the entire community – all abilities and throughout life.

••
The The
need to
make availablegoals
multiple
andenvironmentally
reliable options for travel
throughout
the region.
overarching
ofaffordable
safe and
friendly
transportation

that

• The overarching goals of safe and environmentally friendly transportation that strengthens connections to
strengthens connections to neighbors and the community.
neighbors and the community.

!
The plan was developed using these values to guide the analysis and recommendations.

The plan was developed using these values to guide the analysis and
recommendations.
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ing outreach, it was clear that the network is already heavily used by people who a
driving cars. All survey respondents knew how to ride a bike, and a large majority
percent – said that they would like to ride more. Respondents also chose which
ing personality” fit them best:

Existing Conditions and Network

During outreach, it was clear that the network is already heavily used by people who are not driving cars.
All survey respondents knew how to ride a bike, and a large majority – 79 percent – said that they would
like to ride more. Respondents also chose which “biking personality” fit them best:

While a lot of respondents are already confident cyclists, more than a third expressed some uneasiness about
riding on some City roads. Making these riders feel more comfortable would not only help the people in this
category it would increase perceived and actual safety for everyone, including people walking and driving cars
and send a message that biking is an accepted and expected way to get around East Grand Rapids. In the
21st century, biking has become a standard mode of travel in cities around the world and across the US,
and bike infrastructure has become as commonplace as sidewalks in many forward-thinking communities.

le a lot of respondents are already confident cyclists, more than a third expressed
me uneasiness about riding on some City roads. Making these riders feel more
mfortable would not only help the people in this category it would increase perceive
actual safety for everyone, including people walking and driving cars and send a
ssage that biking is an accepted and expected way to get around East Grand
pids. In the 21st century, biking has become a standard mode of travel in cities
und the world and across the US, and bike infrastructure has become as
mmonplace as sidewalks in many forward-thinking communities.
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FromFrom
https://bikeeasy.org/our-work/advocacy/complete-streets/.
“Complete
Streets”
aredeveloped,
designed,
https://bikeeasy.org/our-work/advocacy/complete-streets/ “Complete
Streets” are
designed,
and
developed,
and
refined
considering
the
entire
community—consistent
with
the
values
of
East
Grand
refined considering the entire community—consistent with the values of East Grand Rapidians.
Rapidians.
Street Typology
Most of the 46-mile-long network of streets in East Grand Rapids (72 percent/33.4 miles) would be classified in
transportation planning as residential “Neighborhood” streets, which connect residents with the wider network.
“Link” streets are similar, but they carry more traffic; they comprise 9 percent/4.2 miles of existing roadway.
“Network” streets, which move drivers out of neighborhoods toward downtown Grand Rapids or other cities,
offices, stores, or other destinations comprise 12 percent/5.4 miles of existing roadway. “Crosstown” streets
(7 percent/3.4 miles) serve similar purposes but are the widest and most heavily used, often with many
lanes and traffic signals.

Street Typology

Most of the 46-mile-long network of streets in East Grand Rapids (72 percent/33.4
miles) would be classified in transportation planning as residential “Neighborhood”
streets, which connect residents with the wider network. “Link” streets are similar, but
they carry more traffic; they comprise 9 percent/4.2 miles of existing roadway. “Network”
streets, which move drivers out of neighborhoods toward downtown Grand Rapids or
other cities, offices, stores, or other destinations comprise 12 percent/5.4 miles of
existing roadway. “Crosstown” streets (7 percent/3.4 miles) serve similar purposes but
are the widest and most heavily used, often with many lanes and traffic signals.
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Existing
street types in East Grand Rapids
Existing Street Types in East Grand Rapids
The prevalence
of residential
streets without
painted
travel painted
lines is clearly
illustrated
map above,
which in
The
prevalence
of residential
streets
without
travel
linesinisthe
clearly
illustrated
shows them as thin grey lines. While these streets are not appropriate for formal bike lanes, almost all cyclists are
the map above, which shows them as thin grey lines. While these streets are not
comfortable riding on them. Treatments such as sharrows, bike boulevards, and/or paved shoulders, enhanced by
appropriate
forroad”
formal
bike lanes,
almosthelps
all cyclists
arecomfortable
comfortable
on them.
strong “share the
messaging
and wayfinding,
riders choose
routesriding
to schools,
parks, shops,
Treatments
such
as sharrows,
bike boulevards,
and/or
paved
shoulders,
enhanced
and other popular
destinations.
These treatments
can showcase
the City’s
evolving
planning framework
while by
making the public comfortable living with and using new travel options and infrastructure.
strong “share the road” messaging and wayfinding, helps riders choose comfortable
routes to schools, parks, shops, and other popular destinations. These treatments can
showcase
the City’s evolving planning framework while making the public comfortable
Treatment Options
living
withof and
using
new travel
options
infrastructure.
The menu
potential
interventions
to make
cyclingand
and walking
easier and safer depends on the characteristics
of the street. Easy, inexpensive measures such as signs and painted sharrows can signal to drivers on residential

Treatment
Options
streets that cyclists
are also welcome.

The menu of potential interventions to make cycling and walking easier and safer
depends on the characteristics of the street. Easy, inexpensive measures such as signs
and painted sharrows can signal to drivers on residential streets that cyclists are also
welcome.
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On streets with a lot of fast-moving cars, people traveling by bike need more protection
On streets with a lot of fast-moving cars, people traveling by bike need more protection, more space,
more space,
and possibly
physical barriers.
and possibly
physical barriers
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But whether these measures can be installed depends on several factors, including the
But whether these measures can be installed depends on several factors, including the space available in
space available
inavailable
the roadway,
available
funding,
and
the community’s
willingness
to
the roadway,
funding, and
the community’s
willingness
to accept
change (such as giving
up some
existing parking
make
space for
lanes) to
achieve broader
goalsto
andmake
objectives.
accept change
(suchto as
giving
upbikesome
existing
parking
space for bike lanes)
to achieve broader goals and objectives.
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Many treatment types can be used across multiple street types. The above matrix of options identifies the
generally preferred treatment types associated with each street type for East Grand Rapids. This chart is not
Many
treatment
begiven
used
acrossonmultiple
street
The above
matrix
of
intended
to precludetypes
the usecan
of any
treatment
a street type
that types.
is appropriate,
but rather
to recommend
preferences
specific
to
East
Grand
Rapids
for
treatment
types.
options identifies the generally preferred treatment types associated with each street
Travelfor
Within
theGrand
NetworkRapids. This chart is not intended to preclude the use of any given
type
East
treatment
onlevel,
a street
is ultimately
appropriate,
rather
tolike
recommend
preferences
At the network
bicycletype
routesthat
should
connectbut
riders
to sites
schools, the library,
and Gaslight
Village
using
“Network”
streets
like
Lake
Drive
and
Breton
and
Robinson
Roads.
Experienced
cyclists,
commuters,
specific to East Grand Rapids for treatment types.
and those training for competitive events want to travel longer distances at higher speeds. “Network” and “Crosstown” streets, such as Lake Drive and Breton Road, enable them to connect to regional routes.

Travel Within the Network
At the network level, bicycle routes should ultimately connect riders to sites like schools,
the library, and Gaslight Village using “Network” streets like Lake Drive and Breton and
Robinson Roads. Experienced cyclists, commuters, and those training for competitive
events want to travel longer distances at higher speeds. “Network” and “Crosstown”
streets, such as Lake Drive and Breton Road, enable them to connect to regional
routes.
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Popular Destinations
in East
Rapids Rapids
Popular
Destinations
in Grand
East Grand
Many destinations in East Grand Rapids, such as schools, parks, and shops are located along Wealthy Street (a
“Network” street) and Lake Drive (a “Crosstown” street). Both pedestrians and cyclists frequent these streets,
as well as the bigger, more continuous streets that enable connections between destinations as well as between
Many
destinations in East Grand Rapids, such as schools, parks, and shops are located
East Grand Rapids and Grand Rapids (for example, Plymouth Avenue south of Lake Drive and Hall Street).

along Wealthy Street (a “Network” street) and Lake Drive (a “Crosstown” street). Both
pedestrians and cyclists frequent these streets, as well as the bigger, more continuous
streets that enable connections between destinations as well as between East Grand
Rapids and Grand Rapids (for example, Plymouth Avenue south of Lake Drive and Hall
Street).
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Data
generated
by users
of aStrava,
a recreational
tracking
app,
illustrates
Data generated
by users
of Strava,
recreational
activity trackingactivity
app, illustrates
popular
routes
used by people
walking
and
riding
bikes.
popular routes used by people walking and riding bikes.
People driving cars have similar preferences, they want to get to where they are going
People driving cars have similar preferences, they want to get to where they are going as quickly and as directly
as
quickly and as directly as possible. So, there is also a lot of car traffic on these
as possible. So, there is also a lot of car traffic on these destination-rich and convenient roads.
destination-rich and convenient roads.
Conflict Points

Conflict
Points
Not surprisingly,
there are also a lot of conflicts between people driving cars, people riding bikes and people
walking along these routes. From 2010 through mid-2020, there were 44 vehicle crashes involving bikes and 16

Not
surprisingly,
there are also a lot of conflicts between people driving cars, people
crashes
involving pedestrians.
riding bikes and people walking along these routes. From 2010 through mid-2020, there
were 44 vehicle crashes involving bikes and 16 crashes involving pedestrians.
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Popular Destinations
in East
Rapids Rapids
Popular
Destinations
in Grand
East Grand
Many destinations in East Grand Rapids, such as schools, parks, and shops are located along Wealthy Street (a
“Network” street) and Lake Drive (a “Crosstown” street). Both pedestrians and cyclists frequent these streets,
as well as the bigger, more continuous streets that enable connections between destinations as well as between
Many
destinations in East Grand Rapids, such as schools, parks, and shops are located
East Grand Rapids and Grand Rapids (for example, Plymouth Avenue south of Lake Drive and Hall Street).

along Wealthy Street (a “Network” street) and Lake Drive (a “Crosstown” street). Both
pedestrians and cyclists frequent these streets, as well as the bigger, more continuous
streets that enable connections between destinations as well as between East Grand
Rapids and Grand Rapids (for example, Plymouth Avenue south of Lake Drive and Hall
Street).
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Fortunately, none of these crashes involved fatalities or incapacitating injuries, most likely because the cars
involved were traveling at appropriately low speeds. While this data establishes a useful baseline for future
Fortunately,
none
of these
involved
fatalities
incapacitating
injuries,
most
monitoring, it will
be important
to crashes
note that as
more people
travel byor
bike,
the total number
of crashes
might
rise
over
time.
Close
analysis
will
be
required
to
fully
understand
safety
and
conflict
points
as
multimodal
likely because the cars involved were traveling at appropriately low speeds. While this
infrastructure is added throughout the network.

data establishes a useful baseline for future monitoring, it will be important to note that
as more people travel by bike, the total number of crashes might rise over time. Close
analysis will be required to fully understand safety and conflict points as multimodal
infrastructure is added throughout the network.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Mapping Events
Despite COVID related restrictions on public gathering, a meaningful amount of input
was compiled during the two summer events held at John Collins Park.
The first of these was held in July 2020 during the Concert in the Park series. About 80
people used a safe, contact-free survey administered via a QR code to share their
opinions and ideas for making walking and cycling in East Grand Rapids easier and
safer.
P 15
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Community Engagement
Mapping Events
Despite COVID related restrictions on public gathering, a meaningful amount of input was compiled during the
two summer events held at John Collins Park.

They
used
a huge
vinyl
map
donated
byConcert
Outfront
Media,
its 10-foot
30-foot
The first
of these
was held
in July
2020
during the
in the
Park series.
About 80by
people
used size
a safe,
contact-free survey administered
via a QR code
to share
their where
opinions walking
and ideas and
for making
walking
and and
accommodated
social distancing,
to note
places
biking
is easier
cycling in
East Grand
Rapids easier
and safer.
where
these
activities
are more
challenging. Participants also identified destinations and
They used
a huge vinyl
map donated by
Outfront
its 10-foot
by 30-foot
size accommodated
social
distancing,
places
where
improvements
would
beMedia,
welcome.
The
big map,
covered with
multicolored
to note places where walking and biking is easier and where these activities are more challenging. Participants also
dots and yellow post-it notes, generated a lot of useful discussion and brainstorming.
identified destinations and places where improvements would be welcome. The big map, covered with multicolored
dots and yellow post-it notes, generated a lot of useful discussion and brainstorming.

!
These ideas, along with the survey results, informed the second event, held in August 2020. The map was
updated to show different types of streets based on physical characteristics such as width and the amount
of traffic they typically move. About 25 people used this version of the map to identify priority places for
cycling and walking oriented interventions.

These ideas, along with the survey results, informed the second event, held in August
2020. The map was updated to show different types of streets based on physical
characteristics such as width and the amount of traffic they typically move. About 25
people used this version of the map to identify priority places for cycling and walking
oriented interventions.
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At
twomapping
mapping
events,
participants
where
theyand
bike
andthey
walk,
At two
events,
participants
indicated indicated
where they bike
and walk,
where
mostand
wantwhere
to see they
improvements.
Appendix
(page 52) forSee
a larger
version. (page 52) for a larger version.
most
want toSee
see
improvements.
Appendix

Mobility-Bike Action Plan
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These
maps
provide
a detailed
geographic
viewcollected
of feedback
collected
during public
These maps
provide
a detailed
geographic
view of feedback
during public
outreach.
outreach.
While a lot of people in East Grand Rapids bike, virtually everybody walks or rolls, and they want to feel safe
while doing so, especially around schools and community institutions such as the library.

While
a lot of people
inprefer
EasttoGrand
bike,
virtually
everybody
walks
orGrand
rolls,Rapand
Many recreational
bicyclists
ride on Rapids
low-volume
streets
with slow
traffic speeds.
In East
they
to feel
safe
while
doing
so,onespecially
around
schools
and
community
ids, itwant
is common
to see
family
groups
cycling
“Neighborhood”
streets,
especially
around
Reeds Lake. These
preferences
were
highlighted
during
community
outreach,
when
improvements
around
Reeds
Lake and Lake
institutions such as the library.

Drive emerged as top priorities for both pedestrians and bicyclists. These facilities are the most heavily used
and provide
access to schools,
athletic
facilities,
and on
shopping
as well asstreets
the lake. with slow traffic speeds.
Many
recreational
bicyclists
prefer
to ride
low-volume

In East Grand Rapids, it is common to see family groups cycling on “Neighborhood”
streets, especially around Reeds Lake. These preferences were highlighted during
community outreach, when improvements around Reeds Lake and Lake Drive emerged
as top priorities for both pedestrians and bicyclists. These facilities are the most heavily
used and provide access to schools, athletic facilities, and shopping as well as the lake.
Tactical Intervention
The term “tactical urbanism” was coined about a decade ago by the Street Plans
Collaborative. It’s used in planning to describe both iterative, incremental processes
built on quick and easy interventions, and those interventions themselves.
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Among
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have
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planning
practice. using tactical measures has
permanent
features.into
“Test
driving”
potential
improvements
measures such as paint and moveable furniture and other street elements, many have become permanent features. “Test

driving” potential
improvements
using tactical
measures planning
has become integrated
into current mobility planning practice.
become
integrated
into current
mobility
practice.
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Boulevard.
The
location
has
history
of pedestrian
and bicycle
conflicts
owing
to the
irregular street geometry and poor sightlines for vehicles turning at the intersection.
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Using
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planters,
other
Usingpaint,
paint, cones,
cones, bales of
planters,
andand
other
inexpensive materials,
materials, an
repurposed
intointo
a bike/walk
pathpath
inexpensive
an existing
existingright-turn
right-turnlane
lanewas
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repurposed
a bike/walk
Using
paint,
cones,
bales
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and
other
inexpensive
materials,
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segmentrepresenting
representing a “Lake
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Lake
and
Reeds
Lake.
segment
“Lake 22Lake”
Lake”trail
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connecting
Fisk
Lake
and
Reeds
Lake.
existing right-turn lane was repurposed into a bike/walk path segment representing a “Lake 2 Lake” trail
connecting Fisk Lake and Reeds Lake.

!
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The intervention stayed in place from October 15 until November 1, and community
The intervention stayed in place from October 15 until November 1, and community input was collected. Feedback
input
was
collected.
Feedback
indicated
strong
public
support,
with
65%
responding
The
intervention
stayed
inwith
place
from
October
15
until
November
1, be
and
community
indicated
strong
public
support,
65%
responding
that the
improved
elements
should
made
permanent.
that the
elements
should
be made
permanent.
input
wasimproved
collected.
Feedback
indicated
strong
public support, with 65% responding

that the improved elements should be made permanent.
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A
report describing the details of the intervention and the public response is included as an appendix
to this plan.

Surveys
At these events and in the City of East Grand Rapids e-newsletter, the community was
invited to answer ten questions. 220 responses were collected at the mapping events
and
online, and 127 people responded to a survey about the tactical intervention. The
Surveys
results
confirmed that residents understand and value their community’s walkability, but
At these events and in the City of East Grand Rapids e-newsletter, the community was invited to answer ten
also
highlighted
that they
are ready
formapping
more modal
infrastructure
and travel.
Some
questions.
220 responses
were collected
at the
events and
online, and 127 people
responded
to a of
survey
about
the
tactical
intervention.
The
results
confirmed
that
residents
understand
and
value
their
commuthe feedback:
nity’s walkability, but also highlighted that they are ready for more modal infrastructure and travel. Some of the
feedback:
Please complete this statement: Pedestrian and bicycle facilities in East Grand
Please complete
statement:
Pedestrian and
bicycle
facilities in East Grand Rapids will be ________ in five years.
Rapidsthis
will
be ________
in five
years.
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The East Grand Rapids 2018 Master Plan recommends “continuing the City’s
enviable walking network with added consideration for new facilities to make
The East Grand Rapids 2018 Master Plan recommends “continuing the City’s enviable walking network with
andforfoot
convenient
choice.”
What
is important
to
added bicycle
consideration
newtravel
facilitiesatomore
make bicycle
and footand
travelsafe
a more
convenient
and safe
choice.
” Whatyou
is important
you as
wenetwork?
plan the network?
as wetoplan
the
Safe – separated from car traffic, not on sidewalks, for all ages and
abilities

Safe – separated from car traffic, not on sidewalks, for all ages and abilities

Clear – well-marked (signs and symbols), well maintained (free of snow and gravel), rules are understood

Clear – well-marked (signs and symbols), well maintained (free of snow
and gravel), rules are understood

Connected – wide-spread to Gaslight Village, Reeds Lake, and surrounding trails and communities
Convenient – easy to use, located nearby, arrive at destinations

Connected
– wide-spread
to Gaslight
Continuous – carries
through intersections,
not piecemeal

Village, Reeds Lake, and

surrounding
andfacilities.
communities
• Desire for separate
bicycle and trails
pedestrian
• Avoid hindering automobile travel.

Convenient – easy to use, located nearby, arrive at destinations

• Educate riders on how to use facilities, enforce rules, and create a respectful environment.
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Would you like to ride a bicycle more than you do now?
Would you like to ride a bicycle more than you do now?

!
What kinds of concerns do you have about riding a bicycle?
Would you like to ride a bicycle more than you do now?
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Where would you like to see new or improved bicycle facilities?
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!
Where would you like to see new or improved bicycle facilities?

Where would you like to see new or improved bicycle facilities?

!
Would you be willing to have on-street parking removed for a protected bicycle lane in front of your house or business?

Would you be willing to have on-street parking removed for a protected bicycle
lane in front of your house or business?
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Infrastructure
Committee
meeting
Infrastructure
Committee Meeting
To ensure
that the
emerging plan
plan framework
was was
in line in
with
the with
City’s the
assetCity’s
management
To ensure
that the
emerging
framework
line
assetand investment
strategy, it was presented to the Infrastructure Committee at their November 2020 meeting. These are public
management
and investment strategy, it was presented to the Infrastructure Committee
meetings, so the community also had another opportunity to engage as COVID-related restrictions on public
at their gatherings
November
2020inmeeting.
These are public meetings, so the community also
remained
place.
had another opportunity to engage as COVID-related restrictions on public gatherings
remained in place.

!
The presentation was scheduled as a quick update, but a longer discussion ensued as the Commissioners asked
thoughtful questions and provided constructive feedback that fed into the further development of the plan.

Mobility-Bike Action Plan
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Community Vision
The concerns, values, and aspirations articulated in the surveys and during outreach events suggest a broad vision
for mobility in East Grand Rapids, building on the City’s solid foundation of infrastructure and the community’s
embrace of active living:
Our streets and trails will serve people throughout all phases of life and encourage an active and healthy lifestyle.
Transportation options will be accessible and reliable to meet our community’s travel needs.
Safe cycling requires physical markers and changes to the built environment as well as a shift in culture that makes bike
travel a mainstream choice. Data collected during outreach suggests that this is a choice many in the community are
eager to make, with change guided by an inclusive vision:
Our bicycle infrastructure will be safe, and we will foster a culture of respect between all travel modes. Implementation
will be focused on making our bike system clear, connected, convenient, and continuous.

Goals to Guide a Multimodal Approach to Transportation Planning in East Grand Rapids
This plan was undertaken in part to better understand the community’s views on cycling and its concerns, needs, and
aspirations for cycling. The vision articulated by the community implies a set of high-level goals to inform and guide the
City’s future transportation planning as it considers all modes. It is broad and inclusive. To bring it to life, transportation
projects in East Grand Rapids should, to the greatest extent possible, be planned to advance the goals that emerged
during the outreach process.
Safety
Safety emerged as the most prominent concern among survey respondents who want to bike more, with the most
significant perceived threat coming from cars, more than half of respondents fear being hit (80%), believe that traffic
is too close for comfort (66.2%), and that drivers regularly exceed posted speed limits (56.9%). Going forward under
this plan:
• Pedestrian and bicycle facilities will be appropriately designed to serve persons of all ages and abilities.
• The bicycle network, and the design of bicycle facilities, will be geared toward riders who are “interested and concerned”.
• Where feasible, bike infrastructure will be separated from car traffic.
•A
 n education awareness campaign on how to ride safely (bicyclists) and not texting and driving (motorists) will be
offered in the community.
Respect
• Pedestrian facilities will adhere to accessibility standards and laws.
•T
 raffic laws for pedestrians, bicyclists and motorists will be shared with the community and where necessary,
enforced.
•E
 nough room will be provided to pedestrians and bicyclists so that they feel comfortable when in mixed vehicular
and non-vehicular traffic.
•F
 acilities for pedestrians and bicyclists will be designed for utility, comfort, and beauty; and may include shade,
water, bicycle parking, transit shelter or bicycle repair station.
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Clarity
• A well-marked system with appropriate signage, symbols, and other visual cues will be executed to provide wayfinding.
• Bicycle facilities will be well-maintained: riding areas will be free of snow and gravel.
• The placement of on-street bicycle facilities will avoid using the gutter pan as part of the overall lane dimension.
•R
 ules of the road will be consistently enforced to appropriately set expectations about rider and driver behavior with
the installation of new facilities.
Connectivity
•C
 itizens can easily access local and regional destinations including Gaslight Village, Reeds Lake, surrounding trails,
and adjoining communities.
•R
 esidents and businesses of East Grand Rapids will be served by a seamless, integrated transportation system of
pedestrian, bicycle, transit, and vehicular facilities.
• Non-motorized routes will be direct and connect to and through residential neighborhoods where feasible.
 priority will be placed on facilities that are connected to elementary schools, located around Reeds Lake, and
•A
placed on cross-town streets.
Continuity
• Implementation of the bike system will aim to ensure continuity and consistency as it is built out; where an
opportunistic approach is appropriate, every effort should be made to continue investment in the vicinity.
• Bicycle facilities will carry through at intersections wherever practicable and safe.
 aps in existing pedestrian facilities will be remedied with the construction of new sidewalks to complete the
•G
sidewalk network consistent with City polidy.
• Coordination with adjoining jurisdictions will occur to create a seamless cross-jurisdictional bicycle network.
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Implementation
Recommended Framework
The community’s vision is well aligned with modern transportation planning, which is much less auto centric than the
approach that dominated in the 20th century. The most forward-thinking planners and jurisdictions fully integrate walking and biking into their plans, capital programs, and operations. Coincidentally, one of the lessons of the COVID-19
pandemic is that streets should be as flexible and welcoming as possible.
Bringing the vision to life will require a long-term process to evolve policies and practices, evaluate the impact of
changes, and set and revisit priorities. It starts with a shift in thinking, not just about transportation, but about the built
environment as a whole, and how it can best serve the people who live in, visit, and travel through East Grand Rapids.

Plan and Build for All Users and All Modes
A truly multimodal approach to transportation planning requires a more expansive policy framework and a planning and
design culture that considers and reflects multiple dimensions, not just transportation. It is a holistic undertaking that
considers how streets, sidewalks, bike lanes, and other infrastructure fits into the larger community, how land is used,
how projects are planned and prioritized, and which users are considered when those decisions are made. It requires
an understanding that many people will bike and/or walk for some trips if they feel safe doing so. Prioritizing the most
vulnerable and the most concerned in the “modal hierarchy,” and building a network that they can comfortably use, is
a good way to start. This is also in line with the 2018 Master Plan, which states: “The City is interested in encouraging
bicycling as a mode of transport and to improve the health of residents. One of the ways to support this goal is to provide a safe and convenient network that appeals not only to those who already use a bicycle, but also less experienced
bicyclists, families, and children. Implementing a network of bicycle facilities can improve access to destinations such as
parks, schools, and adjacent communities.”
Moving to such an approach from one focused on driving necessarily requires tradeoffs: maybe it will take drivers a few
minutes longer to get to work if more kids are riding their bikes to school. Maybe bringing walking firmly into transportation planning will mean reminding pedestrians that they too have to follow the rules, or possibly face penalties, just like
the driver who rolls past a stop sign. The speediest and most confident cyclists will have to accept that they are driving
vehicles and that they need to drive them according to the rules of the road.
But just as undertaking regular scheduled road maintenance is more cost-effective over the long term than waiting
for, and reacting to, disasters, planning with an eye to safe travel for the most vulnerable people ultimately protects and
respects everyone, using every mode of travel. This approach is right in line with the community’s vision, and the City’s
longtime prioritization of quality of life.

Think and Work Across Multiple Dimensions
Making a city safe for this modern vision by improving cycling and walking infrastructure requires consideration of
these modes in contexts that go beyond transportation. A strong multimodal network is developed using a thoughtful
and holistic approach across multiple dimensions. Below are examples of how such an approach can work in practice
through different aspects of municipal policy and responsibility.
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Moving to such an approach from one focused on driving necessarily requires tradeoffs:
maybe it will take drivers a few minutes longer to get to work if more kids are riding their
bikes to school. Maybe bringing walking firmly into transportation planning will mean
reminding pedestrians that they too have to follow the rules, or possibly face penalties,
just like the driver who rolls past a stop sign. The speediest and most confident cyclists
will have to accept that they are driving vehicles and that they need to drive them
according to the rules of the road.

!

But just as undertaking regular scheduled road maintenance is more cost-effective over
[Adapted from: How to Develop a Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety Action Plan, US Department of Transportation, Federal
the long
term
than waiting
for, and
reacting
Highway
Administration,
FHWA-SA-17-050,
August
2017)] to, disasters, planning with an eye to safe
travel for the most vulnerable people ultimately protects and respects everyone, using
every mode of travel. This approach is right in line with the community’s vision, and the
City’s longtime prioritization of quality of life.

Think and Work Across Multiple Dimensions
Making a city safe for this modern vision by improving cycling and walking infrastructure
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requires
consideration of these modes in contexts that go beyond transportation.
A

Street Design
What: Recommended Principles
• Manage vehicle speeds.
• Reduce crossing distances for pedestrians.
• Provide adequate separation between motor vehicle traffic, bicyclists, and pedestrians.
• Improve visibility and conspicuity of pedestrians and bicyclists.
• Develop connected networks of walking and bicycling facilities.
How: Recommended Policies and Practices
 etermine desired vehicular speed, then make it the design speed for street reconstruction projects, adjusting travel
•D
lane width and pavement markings as needed.
• Use bulb-outs to reduce pedestrian crossing distance and increase their visibility.
• Examine available right-of-way, building setback requirements, and utilities to determine a preferred road cross-section
for different street types and facility treatments.
 e strategic, using every opportunity, even small ones, to develop the network, fill gaps, and bring multimodal
•B
changes to streets. Every new treatment is a step toward a more connected network. Incorporate guidance from
organizations such as the US Department of Transportation’s Federal Highway Administration (despite its name, the
agency produces numerous excellent resources for bike and pedestrian planning; see https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/
ped_bike/tools_solve/docs/fhwasa20042.pdf and the National Association of City Transportation Officials,
or NACTO, into planning and design processes.

!
NACTO bike NACTO
facility matrix
from
https://nacto.org/publication/urban-bikeway-design-guide/designing-ages-abilities-new/
bike facility
matrix
from https://nacto.org/publication/urban-bikeway-design-guide/designing-agesabilities-new/choosing-ages-abilities-bicycle-facility/
choosing-ages-abilities-bicycle-facility/

Network Connectivity

Network Connectivity
What: Recommended Principles
• Improve existing local street connectivity and circulation by adding sidewalks and shared use paths to connect
dead-end streets and cul-de-sacs to other parts of the street network.
• Increase the number of access points to and from neighborhoods and other destinations, so not all trips are
funneled through one or two large intersections or access points.
How: Recommended Policies and Practices

How: Recommended Policies and Practices

• Identify cul-de-sacs•where pedestrian and bicycle facilities could be installed or enhanced to cut through and
Identify cul-de-sacs where pedestrian and bicycle facilities could be installed
connect into the street network.

or enhanced to cut through and connect into the street network.

• Amend the Zoning Ordinance to require pedestrian and bicycle facility connections in new developments.

•

Amend the Zoning Ordinance to require pedestrian and bicycle facility

• Improve informal routes currently used by the community (abandoned rail rights of way, for example) to provide
connections in new developments.
opportunities for low-stress paths.the National Association of City Transportation Officials,
• Improve
informal
routes currently used by the community (abandoned rail
or NACTO, into planning
and design
processes.

rights of way, for example) to provide opportunities for low-stress paths.

!
From Alta Planning/California Bicycle Coalition Quick-Build Guide: How to Build Safer Streets Quickly and

Affordably https://altago.com/wp-content/uploads/Quick-Build-Guide-White-Paper-2020-1.pdf
From Alta Planning/California
Bicycle Coalition Quick-Build Guide: How to Build Safer Streets Quickly and Affordably
https://altago.com/wp-content/uploads/Quick-Build-Guide-White-Paper-2020-1.pdf

Site Design

What: Recommended Principles
•

Make front building facades and door entries directly accessible from a
conveniently located sidewalk or shared use path.

•

Require building placement close to the street (with parking provided in the
back) to create more pedestrian-oriented site developments that balance auto
access with the needs of other road users.
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Site Design
What: Recommended Principles
• Make front building facades and door entries directly accessible from a conveniently located sidewalk or shared use path.
• Require building placement close to the street (with parking provided in the back) to create more pedestrian-oriented
site developments that balance auto access with the needs of other road users.
•E
 stablish building placement to allow sufficient space for bicycles and pedestrians along the street, taking into
consideration the availability of on-street parking.
How: Recommended Policies and Practices
•Z
 oning Ordinance requirements for the commercial retail area in the Master Plan can use “required building lines
(RBL)” or “build-to lines” to set specific requirements for building placement. Some ordinances (Grand Rapids, for
example) establish the front setback dimension based on the type of road, the amount of space needed for safe and
comfortable walking, and whether on-street parking is allowed.
 equire sidewalks and sidewalk connections to the front door in these new developments. Bike parking conveniently
•R
located near the main entrance should also be required.
[example from Grand Rapids municipal code: “All off-street parking, stacking and loading areas shall be arranged for
convenient access and safety of pedestrians, bicyclists, and vehicles, and designed so that they do not interfere with
other on-site circulation, parking facilities, or pedestrian movements.”]

Land Use
What: Recommended Principles
• In step with the Master Plan, encourage mixed-use development with a range of housing types in Gaslight Village to help
residents age in place and accommodate growing household types, such as single people living alone. Many younger
people want more transportation options, and some older people would prefer to be closer to regular destinations and
less reliant on driving.
• Reduce parking requirements and encourage shared use parking arrangements in this area to free up space for wider
sidewalks and bike facilities.
• Understand land use synergies with transportation modes and leverage them creatively. For example, microbreweries use
compressed air that can be provided with a bike repair station in lieu of meeting parking requirements.
How: Recommended Policies and Practices
 odify zoning requirements to eliminate and/or provide for reductions or waivers of parking requirements where
•M
there is transit, enhanced bicycle facilities, bicycle amenities, mixed uses with different peak usage periods, or
shared/public parking or parking facilities.
 eview the Zoning Ordinance to ensure that mixed-use development and higher-density residential development is
•R
appropriately located within and adjacent to destinations and activity nodes.
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Access Management
What: Recommended Principles
• Reduce the number of driveways along walking and biking routes where it is appropriate as the mixed-use development
envisioned in the Master Plan comes to fruition.
• Design pedestrian refuge islands and medians to facilitate crossings at strategic locations where there is a history of
crashes and/or where there are concentrations of vulnerable populations (young children, older adults, persons with
mobility challenges).
• Any signal or traffic control improvements should consider bike and pedestrian traffic as well as auto traffic.
• Appropriately design intersections and medians to control turning movements, limit conflict areas, and assist pedestrians
and bicyclists with crossings.
• Provide a secondary system to support mobility and circulation needs.
How: Recommended Policies and Practices
• Require, by ordinance, that primary access points shall be located on side streets and alleyways. Exceptions shall be
allowed where there is no reasonable alternative.
• Create a “shadow system” for the non-motorized network in areas where direct, high-volume primary routes may not
be able to provide a high level of safety and service.

Bring Multimodality Squarely into Capital Planning and Improvements
Using the matrix of street characteristics and potential interventions, the City can take advantage of upcoming street
improvements to start incorporating bike infrastructure into projects as a matter of course, signaling a commitment to
expanding mobility options in the public realm.
This can be done at various scales, and the City is already factoring multimodal improvements into its planned capital
projects: Example: Hall Street resurfacing project, FY21-22.
Opportunities
Network effect: Hall Street should be classified as a “Network” street; only 12 percent (5.4 miles) of streets fall into this
category. The preferred treatment options for Network streets are bike lanes and buffered bike lanes.
Leveraging existing infrastructure: Building bike lanes here would be a major step forward for regional access, as they
would connect directly to existing bike lanes on Plymouth Avenue in the City of Grand Rapids. The Grand Rapids Bicycle Action Plan has also identified Hall Street to the west of Plymouth Avenue for additional future bike lanes.
Available space: Hall Street is wide enough to build on-street bike lanes on the existing roadway with a short section (about 650 feet) of sharrows. Implementation would, however, require eliminating some on-street parking, but a
Moore and Bruggink study undertaken as part of the planning process showed that this parking is significantly underused (a maximum of 13% of available spaces are typically used during drop-off/pick-up times for Lakeside Elementary
School; during other hours only 6-8% are used).
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Constraints
Fear of change: Despite the very low utilization rate, some community residents oppose the elimination of on-street
parking, as is typical in the earlier stages of ambitious mobility planning. The survey data discussed above suggests
that a significant number of residents are open to removing some parking to accommodate bike infrastructure (47.1
percent of respondents said “yes” and 29.4 percent said “maybe”). Bike lanes and sharrows can often be implemented
without any reduction in parking but removing some of the existing and rarely used parking would enable more separation between cars and cyclists, which enhances perceived and actual safety.
Traffic flow: Hall Street’s width and configuration makes it a good candidate for bike lanes, but the amount of auto
traffic it carries makes it unsuitable for some middle-ground treatments such as advisory bike lanes, in which cyclists
and drivers share overlapping portions of the roadway.

!

d Rapids
DDA
CIC meeting
presentation
1.23.19,
https://www.peoplefriendlystreets.org/w
From
Grand Rapids
DDA CIC meeting
presentation 1.23.19,
https://www.peoplefriendlystreets.org/wp-content/
uploads/2019/01/2019-0123-FAW-DDA-CIC-Update.pdf
oads/2019/01/2019-0123-FAW-DDA-CIC-Update.pdf
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Near Term
Building out a robust multimodal network takes time and as the Hall Street example
Near Term there are various constraints on very ambitious improvements in the near
illustrates
term.
City
can start
changing
theandconversation
theillustrates
culture
thereby
setting
Building
outleaders
a robust multimodal
network
takes time
as the Hall Street and
example
there
are various
constraints
on
very
ambitious
improvements
in
the
near
term.
City
leaders
can
start
changing
the
conversation
up future progress by emphasizing that multimodal planning is equitable planningandand
the culture thereby setting up future progress by emphasizing that multimodal planning is equitable planning and
safe
networks
safemultimodal
multimodal networks
benefit benefit
everyone. everyone.

!
The streets highlighted in green in the map above are appropriate candidates for near-term interventions as capital
project work is undertaken or small amounts of funding become available.

The streets highlighted in green in the map above are appropriate candidates for nearterm interventions as capital project work is undertaken or small amounts of funding
become available.

During the upcoming construction season, wayfinding and “share the road” signs and
painted treatments (sharrows, bike boulevards, shoulders) should be incorporated into
most resurfacing projects, even small ones, that can eventually fit into an expanded
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projects on the boards. Analysis undertaken for the Action Plan identified “low stress”
streets based on daily traffic averages; many of these are near or tie directly into
existing bike and pedestrian infrastructure.
During
the upcoming construction
wayfinding
and “share
road”of
signs
and painteddesigned
treatments (sharrows,
Bike
infrastructure
on theseseason,
streets
can form
the the
basis
a network
to invite
bike boulevards, shoulders) should be incorporated into most resurfacing projects, even small ones, that can eventuthe “interested but concerned” cyclists and potential cyclists who will bring bike travel
ally fit into an expanded network. This approach requires little extra funding and no significant changes to projects
into
theboards.
mainstream.
Municipal
and
advocates
have
noted
that
on the
Analysis undertaken
for theleaders
Action Plan
identified
“low stress”
streets
based repeatedly
on daily traffic averages;
many of these
are near
or tie directly
into existingriding
bike andapedestrian
making
“regular”
people
comfortable
bike is infrastructure.
the critical component of a
successful
program.
Bike infrastructure
on these streets can form the basis of a network designed to invite the “interested but concerned”
cyclists and potential cyclists who will bring bike travel into the mainstream. Municipal leaders and advocates have
noted repeatedly
thatsigns
makingto
“regular”
people comfortable
a bike
is the
critical component
a successful
Using
paint and
alert riders
to these riding
routes
and
connections
willofprovide
a focal
program.
point for monitoring the community’s use of new infrastructure and an opportunity to
Usingthe
paintfoundation
and signs to alert
to these routes and
connections
will provide
focal can
point for
monitoring
the
build
forriders
an increasingly
robust
network.
TheaCity
build
on discrete
community’s use of new infrastructure and an opportunity to build the foundation for an increasingly robust network.
network
improvements like this by prioritizing long-term improvements to close gaps,
The City can build on discrete network improvements like this by prioritizing long-term improvements to close gaps,
enhance
connections,
and
its commitment
to a new approach.
enhance connections,
and signal
its signal
commitment
to a new approach.

Medium Term
Medium Term

!
The map
showsshows
the near-term
improvementsimprovements
discussed above as part
of the future
built mobility
network.
The
mapabove
above
the near-term
discussed
above
as part
of the
Locations appropriate for more robust interventions are shown in green here.
future built mobility network. Locations appropriate for more robust interventions are
shown in green here.
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It is ironic but true that the City’s strong asset management culture can in some respects limit opportunities
for near-term change. Most City streets are in good shape and nowhere near their end of useful life, and most
projects take the form of routine maintenance and resurfacing. And as noted in the Master Plan, there is limited
right-of-way and curb-to-curb space available on existing streets to install treatments that offer the highest level
of protection.
But there will be opportunities to consider more robust options in future capital projects. Taking advantage of
these opportunities will likely entail more difficult decisions and more disruption to the existing environment.
Such decisions will require a process in which options are vetted internally and explored in consultation with the
community.
Even sought after and agreed upon improvements will involve trade-offs, and City leaders must make them, and
the justification for proceeding clear to the community. For example, as seen during the discussion of the Hall
Street facilities community concerns about parking even when surplus space is dedicated to it can run deep. In
these kinds of situations, it can be helpful to note that even the Federal Highway Administration states that “(a)
roadway’s primary function is to move people and goods rather than to store stationary vehicles. When parking is
removed, safety and capacity are generally improved.” (from https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/PED_BIKE/univcourse/
pdf/swless20.pdf).
The City should stress, both internally and in public-facing settings, that the public right-of-way, including the
amount of on-street parking, is an asset that must be thoughtfully planned, managed, and used. What constitutes
an appropriate amount of on-street parking is a determination that evolves over time and should be revisited
regularly. This will involve education and messaging to make sure that public expectations evolve along a similar
timetable.
Other lessons from cities that have successfully removed some parking to install bike infrastructure include describing parking in terms of spaces available within walking distance (so removing parking from one side of the
street isn’t removing “half of the spaces” if plenty of spaces are available around the corner); installing more temporary interventions to help envision other possibilities for public space currently allocated to parking; and making sure that the wider community, not just property owners on a particular block, factors into land use decisions
(see https://usa.streetsblog.org/2015/04/14/10-tips-for-cities-ready-to-replace-car-parking-with-safe-space-forbiking/).
Thinking in these kinds of terms, expanding a network as a consultative process, not just a one-time identification
of routes and treatments will enhance community buy-in and give the City the flexibility to adapt to changing
conditions.
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Long Term
Term
Long

!

AsAsthe
multimodal network is built out, the City can work with the community and
the multimodal network is built out, the City can work with the community and neighboring jurisdictions to identify
neighboring
jurisdictions
to identify
more
ambitious
enhance
more ambitious
projects to enhance
connectivity,
continuity,
and directprojects
access; theto
streets
shown inconnectivity,
green would be
good
places
to
consider
for
such
projects.
continuity, and direct access; the streets shown in green would be good places to
consider for such projects.

Over the longer term, the City should consider integrating the community’s vision and priorities for safe and connected
multimodal
travel into
biggerthe
projects.
would involve,
for example,
integratingthe
features
such as separated
bike lanes
Over
the longer
term,
CityThis
should
consider
integrating
community’s
vision
andor
neckdown treatments at intersections, adding sidewalks where they have not been built, and looking for ways to expand a
priorities
for safe and connected multimodal travel into bigger projects. This would
shadow network for non-motorized travel where the street network was designed with dead ends and cul-de-sacs.

involve,
for example, integrating features such as separated bike lanes or neckdown
Some of the most potentially impactful opportunities for example, improvements to Cascade Road, identified durtreatments
adding
sidewalks
where
have jurisdictions
not been and
built,
and
ing outreachat
as intersections,
a community priority
would involve
coordination
withthey
neighboring
engagement
with neighboring
Adding
a sidewalk
and bike facilities
to Cascade Road travel
would be
expensive,
East
looking
for wayscommunities.
to expand
a shadow
network
for non-motorized
where
theand
street
Grand Rapids would not have complete control over the solution or the design. But adopting the approach recomnetwork
was designed with dead ends and cul-de-sacs.
mended in this Action Plan would give the City the experience and data needed to show other municipalities the
benefits of multimodal planning.

Some of the most potentially impactful opportunities for example, improvements to
Cascade Road, identified during outreach as a community priority would involve
coordination with neighboring jurisdictions and engagement with neighboring
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communities.
Adding a sidewalk and bike facilities to Cascade Road would
be
expensive, and East Grand Rapids would not have complete control over the solution or

The City should also move toward an expansive approach to capital planning. A big step in this direction would be to
fully integrate bike and pedestrian infrastructure into the asset management and maintenance program. These amenities
require, and deserve, the same level of planning and care as streets do. Recognizing this infrastructure as an asset class,
assigning the resources to operate and maintain it annually, and making it a line item in the budget is fully aligned with
the City’s existing high standards for asset management and would set a precedent in the region for both ambition and
responsibility in multimodal transportation planning and operations.
There are other ways to do this as well. It was no surprise that during outreach the community prioritized the trail
around Reeds Lake for improvements. East Grand Rapids is rightly proud of this gem, but it does not adequately serve
the high demand. Where there is a separated path, it is not quite wide enough to safely and comfortably accommodate
both biking and walking. In some places, the route changes to the sidewalk or temporarily disappears (such as at Pioneer Creek). The trail is not well-marked in general. Part of this is the product of the trail’s status as a shared path with
the Kent County Road Commission and Grand Rapids Township.
Widening the trail, in coordination with these jurisdictions, would showcase a new approach while bringing a major
component of the community’s vision to life. Ideally, it should be 14 feet wide at its narrowest points, but even 10 feet
would ease the pressure of heavy use compared to the six- or eight-foot width that exists today. Introducing markers
would make it easier and more intuitive to use, and wayfinding signs could “brand” such a project as both modern
transportation planning and an important East Grand Rapids asset. Better marking and wayfinding are also consistent
with recommendations in the City’s Community Park, Recreation, Open Space, and Greenway plan.
The issue of the trail’s status and potential improvements raises a broader policy question about funding. Currently,
trails are considered part of the City’s park and recreation assets. As a policy matter, an argument can be made that this
makes sense, trails are currently used primarily for recreation. Funding these kinds of improvements through a recreation
millage is also be flexible, without requirements to consult various guidance documents, such as the federal Manual on
Uniform Traffic Control Devices that applies to transportation projects. The East Grand Rapids Community Foundation
has a trail fund, and a recreation-oriented friends’ group for Reeds Lake Trail raises additional funds for improvements.
But overall, the level of available funding has not been sufficient to pay for the kinds of improvements that would
accommodate community demand and the vision of expanded access to active transportation articulated in this
planning process.
Whether trail improvements could be funded through the roads millage is currently unclear. But given the City’s
valuation of and pride in its trails and its commitment to maintaining its infrastructure to a very high standard, a strong
argument can be made for clarifying the issue by explicitly including trails in road funding when the millage comes up
for renewal in 2025.
This would not only provide access to a reliable funding stream, it would signal both within the City’s government and
operations and to the community at large, that trails are not “frills” or afterthoughts. They are part of the transportation
network and as valuable and important as streets. It would also more firmly integrate multimodality into transportation
planning and operations and show support for biking and walking as travel modes, even though some desired
improvements in infrastructure will take time to implement.
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East Grand Rapids has the opportunity to integrate multimodal planning, building, and
maintenance into its responsible and respected asset management approach.
East Grand Rapids has the opportunity to integrate multimodal planning, building, and maintenance into its responsible
and respected asset management approach.

Getting the Word Out
Messaging
This Action Plan grew out the process of developing the City’s 2018 Master Plan and the City should highlight its
Mobility-Bike
Action Plan
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responsiveness and further emphasize the culture change this plan represents. Leaders and staff should consider
using their existing relationships with public relations and other experts to develop an active transportation specific
communications strategy to highlight the need for everyone, whether driving a car, riding a bike, or walking to take
responsibility for their own and others’ safety and to cultivate respect among users of all modes.
They should also work with advocates and community groups to highlight the Action Plan and early improvements
through social media platforms, including, when appropriate, the “East Grand Rapids Neighbors” Facebook page.
But in the nearest term, adoption of the plan should be highlighted on the City website and in local news outlets.
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But in the nearest term, adoption of the plan should be highlighted on the City website
and in local news outlets. Utility bills can flag the plan for residents and provide safety
tips and other information. Safe community events, such as information sessions and
celebratory group bike rides, such as a “treasure-hunt” style event to introduce casual
riders to low-stress routes, should be held as the plan is rolled out, including as part of
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More broadly and on a positive note, the City should remind
Mobility-Bike
the
community of Action
what it isPlan
already doing to promote active
transportation. For example, data collected from community
outreach found a high level of concern about pedestrian
safety near elementary schools; messaging should note the
improvements that have already been undertaken and other
actions (such as the school crosswalk videos posted to the
City website at the start of each school year) that enhance
safety and walkability.
The City should also work with partners such as the Friends
of the Reeds Lake Trail and bike advocacy groups to promote
the benefits of biking and walking. These travel modes are
free of cost and often promote sociability. They can offer
an easy way to get more fresh air and exercise, even while
COVID-19 restrictions are in place. For short trips, they might
even be faster than driving. And by making it easier to travel
this way, the City is working to make East Grand Rapids’ quality of life even better.

!
Image from https://fastrunrobbie.wordpress.
com/2014/02/04/respect-on-the-road/

Image from https://fastrunrobbie.wordpress.com/2014/02/04/respect-on-the-road/
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f safety campaigns by the Bikes Belong Foundation (available at https://
lab.org/resources/3783/3783.pdf) suggested that campaigns with an
component can be more effective than purely informational ones. But relying
the emotional driver sends a message that biking is dangerous.

A review of safety campaigns by the Bikes Belong Foundation (available at https://www.issuelab.org/resourc-
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Instead, the review suggests personalizing and humanizing cyclists as regular people, not just elite athletes; directing
promote “safety in numbers.”

education widely rather than targeting drivers, to emphasize that cycling is mainstream travel behavior; and generally
encouraging cycling to promote “safety in numbers.”
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Bicycle Master Plan
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Photo from vox.com ( https://www.vox.com/science-and-health/2018/8/28/17789510/bike-cyclingnetherlands-dutch-infrastructure )
Photo from vox.com ( https://www.vox.com/science-and!
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Photo from vox.comhealth/2018/8/28/17789510/bike-cycling-netherlands-dutch( https://www.vox.com/science-and-health/2018/8/28/17789510/bike-cyclinginfrastructure
)
netherlands-dutch-infrastructure )
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East Grand Rapids’ high quality of life is reflected in its traffic enforcement – most

Enforcement
East Grand Rapids’ high quality of life is reflected in its traffic enforcement – most drivers observe safe speeds and exercise caution, in part because of an enduring sense that the City takes safety seriously. But as bike and pedestrian travel
increases, the City should signal that the rules apply to people using these modes as well as those driving cars.
This does not have to result in a lot of tickets for jaywalking or “salmoning” (riding a bike against the traffic flow), just
reminding everyone of the rules, the fact that they apply everywhere and to all modes and raising the prospect of
enforcement with respect to cyclists and pedestrians helps reinforce the safety message. It also reinforces the message
that riding a bike and walking are mainstream travel options, with all the attendant rights and responsibilities, and helps
establish a culture of accountability in a place where pride in community is valued.

Measuring Success
As the City continues to build out the multimodal network and implement the Action Plan, leadership and staff should
collect and monitor data to measure progress and understand how the community is using new infrastructure.
• Track and publicize the miles of facilities installed.
• Track the number of new connections and publicize them on a regularly updated map.
• Monitor the amount of funds spent on maintenance to understand usage and lifespan and to integrate multimodal
facilities most effectively into the asset management program.
• Conduct an annual survey to gather feedback on user perceptions and experience.
• Undertake annual bicycle and pedestrian counts at three key locations to understand how and to what extent facilities are used.
• Monitor crash data changes as the extent of infrastructure is ramped up and more people use it, understanding that
more use could increase the total number of conflicts.
Above all, be mindful that the shift that this Action Plan represents is not just about infrastructure. It is a road
map toward a culture of expansive mobility options, respect for others’ needs and choices, place-based and
human-scale design, quality of life, and responsible stewardship. It is a commitment to consider in every capital
project in the right-of-way whether bike facilities and/or pedestrian improvements should be part of the project. The answer will not always be “yes,” but such an analysis should be part of the process.
Implementing some of the specific recommendations made here will help the City move in that direction. There
will be tradeoffs along the way, and part of the journey will involve helping the community understand how
decisions are made, and why decisions made now might be different than similar choices made in the past. But
the most effective step the City can take is to use the adoption of the Action Plan as a marker for an annual
evaluation of resources and opportunities to further that culture change, not just with concrete and paint, but
with the same kind of thoughtful governance that East Grand Rapids is known for applied to transportation
with a modern and equitable vision in line with leading practices.
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Appendix II
Summary Report
Lake 2 Lake Tactical Intervention
Aligned Planning and Progressive AE
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Appendix III
Educational Brochures:
Driving Change (Grand Rapids, MI)
Ride Smart, Drive Smart (Fort Collins, CO)
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Contact Us
Michigan Office
Phone: 616.361.2664
North Carolina Office
Phone: 704.731.8080
Read Our Blog
progressiveae.com/strategic-insights
Watch Our Testimonials
progressiveae.com/testimonials

CITY OF

EAST GRAND RAPIDS
750 LAKESIDE DRIVE SE • EAST GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN 49506
(616) 949-2110
www.eastgr.org
KAREN BROWER
CITY CLERK

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:

Mayor and City Commissioners
Karen Brower, City Clerk
March 24, 2021

RE:

Lakeside Drive Retaining Wall Mural

Action Requested: That the City Commission review the preliminary design and possible budget
request for the replacement of the four-seasons mural on the high school track retaining wall on
Lakeside Drive.
Background: The mural was originally painted in 2003 by several high school students and has held
up well over the years. No city funds were expended for the original mural; however, the commission
approved the design and reserved the right to remove the mural if the paint became too faded or
worn.
The City has been approached by high-school junior Abby Schad asking for permission and funding
to replace the mural due to its age and condition. She and several members of the Art Club are
designing a new mural to bring to the commission for approval with the hope to begin the project this
spring.
The students are finalizing their proposed design and funding request tonight (3/24) and will forward
it to the city to be sent out to the commission for addition to the agenda materials. Students will be
attending the meeting to present their design and answer questions.
Depending on questions or needed revisions to the artwork, the commission can approve the project
on March 29 or defer discussion to its April 19 meeting.

REVIEWED & APPROVED FOR SUBMISSION:

Shea Charles
City Manager

/9676

Mural Presentation
East Grand Rapids High School Art Club

Our Process

552 ft^2

Final Draft

Historical significance slide #1
In our mural you will find staples of EGR like: Jersey Junction, the Ramona Park roller
coaster, ferry, and fence, fireworks, Jimmy Gerken, Reeds Lake, and the library.
Roller coaster- To represent Ramona Park, we included a roller coaster in the mural design.
Ramona Park was a popular destination for families from the turn of the 19th century in 1887
until it’s closing in 1955 and was operated by the Grand Rapids Street Railway Company. The
original roller coaster located at Ramona Park was a wooden coaster which began operating
in 1903. Today, shops in Gaslight village stand where Ramona Park once stood.
Jimmy- He is really important to East Grand Rapids because of his most support and
kindness towards everyone, we celebrate and remember him from his memorial in football
games and spirit week. He was known to be kind and encouraging to everyone no matter
what.

Historical Significance 2
Ferry Boat- To represent the long history of steamboats used in EGR as a tourist attraction
from 1882-1955. Four steamboats were used, the SS Florence, SS A.B Watson, SS Hazel
A, and the SS Ramona. The SS A.B Watson was named after a Civil War Major and was
run from 1891-1921. The SS Ramona was the final boat, being run from 1923-1956.

Fireworks- In order to demonstrate the community and vibrancy that is brought out in
East Grand Rapids during the busy days of summer, we decided to focus on the annual
Fourth of July celebration. By rendering fireworks in a bold and lively way near the center
of the mural, we attempt to draw a personal connection between the viewer and the art
by appealing to the audience's nostalgia.

Budget A- Patching needed
Total:
Sandblaster cost- $40-65/hour

Primer- (x2) $23/1pc Behr Brand

Hydraulic cement (x1) $12.00

Tarp: (x2) $12.49/1pc

Rollers-(x4 packs) $8.00/1pc

Paint - (x16) $18.98/1pc

Trays: (3x) $3.98/1pc

Sealant- (x2) $29.98

Tray liner: (x15) $1/1pc

Paint Brushes- (x5) $3.27/1pc

Total: $586.91

Budget B- No patching needed
Rollers-(x4 packs) $8.00/1pc

Tarp: (x2) $12.49/1pc

Trays: (3x) $3.98/1pc

Paint - (x15) $18.98/1pc

Tray liner: (x15) $1/1pc

Paint Brushes- (x5) $3.27/1pc

Sealant: (x2) 29.98

Total: $444.93

Timeline
1st day- outline drawings with sharpie using a projector, we will need the road
closed off for this part.
2nd + 3rd day- background middle and right
4th + 5th- start on left
6th +7th - Middle section
8th +9th- right section
10th- black outline of images

CITY OF

EAST GRAND RAPIDS
750 LAKESIDE DRIVE SE • EAST GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN 49506
(616) 949-2110
www.eastgr.org
SHEA CHARLES
CITY MANAGER

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:

Mayor and City Commissioners
Shea Charles, City Manager
March 25, 2021

RE:

Local State of Emergency Declaration

Action Requested: That the City Commission affirm Mayor Favale’s declaration of a local state of
emergency for the purpose of holding remote meetings until June 30, 2021 to limit the need for
gatherings to slow the spread of COVID-19.
Background: Recent amendments to the Open Meetings Act allowing remote participation in public
meetings expire on March 30, 2021. At this time it does not appear that the Michigan Legislature will
be extending that provision. Accordingly, several local municipalities, including Kent County and
the City of Grand Rapids, have declared a state of emergency for the purpose of continuing to offer
remote meeting options to avoid in-person gatherings.
Chapter 6 of the East Grand Rapids City Code allows the Mayor to declare a local state of emergency
and requires the City Commission to affirm that decision. A resolution is attached for your
consideration.

/9677
Attachment

CITY OF EAST GRAND RAPIDS
A RESOLUTION DECLARING LOCAL STATE OF EMERGENCY
TO ALLOW THE CITY COMMISSION AND OTHER PUBLIC
BODIES OF THE CITY TO MEET BY ELECTRONIC AND TELEPHONIC MEANS

WHEREAS, on March 19, 2021, the Michigan Department of Health and Human Services
(MDHHS) issued a gathering and face mask order because of the continued presence of the Novel
Coronavirus (COVID-19), a respiratory disease that can result in serious illness or death. The virus
spreads through close human contact, even from individuals who may be asymptomatic. A high number
of COVID-19 cases create significant pressure on emergency and hospital systems and can force the
closure of businesses, schools, and other facilities. In addition, some number of persons who suffer from
COVID-19 will experience long-term symptoms that can be disabling. In light of the severe, widespread
harm that can be caused by epidemics, it is necessary to take actions that will slow and hopefully
eventually eliminate further spread of COVID-19, and
WHEREAS, it is my desire to conduct the public business of the City in a manner so as to not
place risk on members of the public, City staff, or members serving on public bodies of the City. I have
determined it is necessary to protect the public health by restricting gatherings and establishing
procedures to be followed during the epidemic in order to curb the spread of COVID-19.
NOW, THEREFORE, pursuant to the authority contained in Section 3 of the Home Rule Cities
Act which authorizes cities to provide for public health and safety of persons, Section 3 of the Open
Meetings Act which permits a public body to meet by electronic or telephonic means upon declaration
of a local state of emergency if meeting in person would place at risk the personal health or safety of
members of the public or members of the public body, Section 10 of the Emergency Management Act
which permits the Mayor to declare a local state of emergency, and Chapter 6 of the City Code, I, Katie
Favale, Mayor of the City of East Grand Rapids, hereby declare a local state of emergency in the City
of East Grand Rapids to permit the City Commission and all other public bodies within the City to
continue to meet by electronic and telephonic means after March 30, 2021, and through June 30, 2021,
and respectfully request the City Commission affirm this action through that date.
March 29, 2021

____
Katie Favale, Mayor of the City of East Grand Rapids

APPROVAL BY CITY COMMISSION:
Moved by Commissioner
, seconded by Commissioner
. Pursuant to Section 1.222 of the Code of the City of East Grand Rapids, the East Grand Rapids
City Commission hereby affirms the declaration of a local state of emergency by Katie Favale, Mayor
of the City of East Grand Rapids, for the reasons stated in her Resolution from March 31, 2021, through
June 30, 2021, unless terminated sooner by the action of this Commission.
Ratified by the City Commission on March 29, 2021
___
Karen K. Brower, City Clerk
17744081
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AN ORDINANCE TO AMEND SECTIONS 1.220, 1.222, AND 1.227 OF CHAPTER 6
OF TITLE I OF THE CODE OF THE CITY OF EAST GRAND RAPIDS
THE CITY OF EAST GRAND RAPIDS ORDAINS:
Section 1.
Section 1.220 of Chapter 6 of Title I of the Code of the City of East Grand Rapids
is amended in its entirety to read as follows:
1.220 DEFINITIONS.
For the purpose of this Chapter, the following definitions shall apply unless the
context clearly indicates or requires a different meaning.
DISASTER. Any occurrence or threat of wide spread or severe damage, injury, or
loss of life or property resulting from a natural or human made cause including, but not
limited to, fire, flood, snowstorm, ice storm, tornado, wind storm, water contamination,
utility failure, hazardous peacetime radiological incident, major transportation accident,
hazardous materials incident, epidemic, air contamination, explosion, or hostile military
action or paramilitary action, or similar occurrences resulting from terrorist activities, riots,
or civil disorders.
EMERGENCY. A condition resulting from actual or threatened enemy attack or
disaster which cannot be handled by normal operating personnel and facilities.
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT. The preparation for and carrying out of all
emergency functions, other than functions for which the military forces are primarily
responsible, for protection against and to minimize and repair injury and damage resulting
from enemy attack, sabotage, or other hostile action, or by disaster.
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT VOLUNTEER. Any person who serves without
compensation in the civil defense organization.
Section 2.
The first paragraph of Subsection (A) of Section 1.222 of Chapter 6 of Title I of the
Code of the City of East Grand Rapids is amended in its entirety to read as follows:
(A) In the event of an actual or threatened enemy attack or disaster, the Mayor, or
in his or her absence or inability to serve, the President of the Commission, as conservator
of the peace, shall:
Section 3.
Section 1.227 of Chapter 6 of Title I of the Code of the City of East Grand Rapids
is amended in its entirety to read as follows:

Exhibit “A” – Page 2 of 2

1.227 COORDINATION WITH STATE EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT ACT.
The actions of the Emergency Management Department under this Chapter shall be
subject to the provisions of the State's Emergency Management Act (MCL § 30.401, et
seq.). In all instances where there is a conflict between the provisions of this Chapter and
the State's Emergency Management Act, the provisions of the Emergency Management
Act shall supersede the provisions of this Chapter. The Director of Emergency
Management under this Chapter shall serve as the local coordinator under the Emergency
Management Act.
Section 4.
This Ordinance is an Emergency Ordinance and shall be effective upon adoption
(December 7, 2020). It is adopted to address a public emergency affecting property, health, and
public peace in that it is necessary to clearly set forth provisions in the City Code authorizing the
Mayor or the President of the City Commission to have the authority to declare a state of
emergency pursuant to the provisions of State law and so that City government can continue to
function pursuant to the provisions of Act 228 of Public Acts of 2020.
Section 5.
Notice of adoption of this Ordinance shall be published within 10 days of its
enactment by publication of a digest, summary, or statement of purpose of the Ordinance as
provided in Chapter VII, Section 7.5, of the Charter of the City of East Grand Rapids.
NOTICE OF ADOPTION OF ORDINANCE BY THE CITY OF EAST GRAND RAPIDS:
On December 7, the East Grand Rapids City Commission adopted an Ordinance with an
immediate effective date modifying three Sections of Chapter 6 of Title I of the City Code. This
Chapter was modified to expand the authority of the Mayor to declare a State of Emergency within
the City. The full text of the Ordinance is available for inspection by and distribution to the public
at the Office of the City Clerk or at eastgr.org. No further or additional publication of this
Ordinance is required or contemplated.
CITY OF EAST GRAND RAPIDS

By:
Karen K. Brower, City Clerk

17208121.1

CITY OF

EAST GRAND RAPIDS
750 LAKESIDE DRIVE SE • EAST GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN 49506
(616) 949-2110
www.eastgr.org
SHEA CHARLES
CITY MANAGER

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:

Mayor and City Commissioners
Shea Charles, City Manager
March 22, 2021

RE:

Revisions to Goals & Objectives Book

Action Requested: That the City Commission approve the revised Goals & Objectives Book as
updated at the work session following the March 15 City Commission meeting.
Background: During the work session at the last meeting, commissioners and staff discussed the
addition of three new goals and a slight revision to another goal. The book has been updated to
include:
•
•
•
•

Page 17 – Added goal to City Manager’s office to explore the creation of a separate Zoning
Board of Appeals.
Page 17 – Added goal to City Manager’s office to implement a community conversion on
racism.
Page 39 – Revised Public Works Department goal for zoning changes to include additional
areas to explore.
Page 46 – Added goal to Public Works Department to explore the feasibility of a residential
composting program.

The updated pages are attached for your review. The entire book is available on our website at
https://www.eastgr.org/Archive.aspx?AMID=36.

SC/9675
Attachments

OFFICE OF THE CITY MANAGER
2021-22 Goals and Objectives
Goal:

Continue implementation of a “digital budget” that is more interactive for residents and
provide graphic and summary information in conjunction with the detailed budget.
Objective:

Goal:

Update the City’s annual budget document to provide continued transparency of the City’s
finances.
Objective:

Goal:

Work with all departments to revise and/or add relevant information.

Elected Officials Handbook
Objective:

Goal:

The community has undergone significant transition in population over the
last few years. The current plan was originally developed in 1999 and has
been updated every five years. Beginning a comprehensive review and
update of the plan assures the City’s Goals & Objectives are in-line with
the community’s expectations.

Update records retention schedule.
Objective:

Goal:

The City’s annual budget includes three distinct documents – Goals &
Objectives, Capital Improvement Plan, and the annual budget. Integrating
these three into a comprehensive document will provide residents a concise
picture of the City’s annual revenues and expenditures.

Initiate the process of updating City’s Long Range strategic plan over the next two years.
Objective:

Goal:

See Finance Department goals for additional information.

Create a handbook and reference guide for charter provisions, general
ordinances, standards for meetings, frequently asked questions, etc. for use
by elected officials and staff.

Continue improving communication with EGR residents and area citizens.
Objective:

Continue established program of e-newsletters, social media posts, website
updates and water bill inserts.
Create a formal public engagement strategy outlining goals, methods and
results to ensure consistency and provide framework for ongoing efforts.

Goal:

Research creation of a separate Zoning Board of Appeals.
Objective:

Goal:

Gather information from other communities and draft plan to remove the
zoning variance hearing duties from the city commission agendas.

Implement a community conversation on racism, diversity and inclusion.
Objective:

Research ideas, formats and possible speakers for community events
regarding racism in our area.

____________________________________________________________________________________________
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PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
GOAL (NEW): Work with Planning and City Commission to look at amendments to the Zoning
Map and text to allow multiple family residential in areas noted on the future land-use map of
Gaslight Village (2018 Master Plan-Gaslight Village 1-3 year) as well as discussion and
consideration to include other Zoning Ordinance topics not exclusive to residential zoning district lot
sizes, accessory dwelling units, etc.
Objectives:
1.) Planning Commission consideration and recommendation.
2.) City Commission consideration of Planning Commission recommendations.
3.) Ordinance Changes.
GOAL (NEW-added): Create pop-up activity space in Gaslight Village (2018 Master Plan-Gaslight
Village 3-5 year).
Objectives:
1.) Create a pop-up and use activity. Status: As part of the City COVID-19
response the City utilized space in Gaslight Village noted for pop-up activity
for an outdoor refreshment area.
2.) Provide for future concept ideas in coordination with the GVBA for use of pop-up
space.
FACILITIES:
GOAL (Continued): Provide covered bicycle parking at the Community Center and Gaslight
Village near Rapid transit stop (Page 41 in the 2018 Master Plan City-wide mid-term goal 1-3 years).
City Commission requested additional pedestrian shelter in lieu of the Master Plan noted shelter
during FY 20-21 budget process.
Objectives:
1.) Budget for additional shelter. Status: In process for spring 2021 or carryover to
2022 (The RAPID did not identify as need from their planning documents).
2.) Coordinate type of pedestrian shelter with The RAPID.
3.) Install additional pedestrian shelter.
GOAL: Install mini-split system in Community Center rooms 101 and 102.
Objectives:
1.) Design system that can adjust independently from overall HVAC system. Status:
In process for spring 2021.
2.) Bid out project and guide through approval process. Status: Anticipated spring
2021.
3.) Implement installation. Status: Anticipated spring 2021.
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PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
GOAL (Ongoing): Water meter replacement program for 8-10 year cycle.
GOAL (Continued for FY 21-22)-Review Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI). Status: This is
a coordinated effort in the Grand Rapids metro region. Due to COVID-19, AMI review did not
occur this year.
Objective:
1.) Ten-year replacement plan to proactively replace water meters throughout the
City. Status: Completed and ongoing.
2.) AMI-Review feasibility.
3.) If feasible moved to start a pilot zone.

GOAL: Coordinate future updates of Parks and Recreation Master Plan when applicable (2018
Master Plan City-wide mid-term goal 1-3 years). FY 20-21 Waterfront Park-Parking Improvements.
This is also a mid-term 3–5-year goal of the 2018 Master Plan for Gaslight Village.
Objectives:
1.) Design additional parking for Waterfront Park, Remington Park and John Collins
Park users. Status: In-process.
2.) Design plans that do not impact wetland areas. Status: In-process.
3.) Design to avoid native tree impacts with focus on removing invasive species. Inprocess.
GOAL (NEW): Pursue designation for East Grand Rapids as a “Tree City, USA” community.
Objectives:
1.) Provide forestry management program enhancements with application.
2.) Budget for requirements.
3.) Hold public awareness requirements.
GOAL (NEW): Investigate residential composting options for potential pilot consideration.
Objectives:
1.) Investigate and explore State and Federal environmental regulations with EGLE.
2.) Utilize EGLE feedback to investigate capability and capacity from processors.
3.) From regulator, processor and EGR capacity provide any actionable options
through a pilot concept.

____________________________________________________________________________________________
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE CITY COMMISSION
CITY OF EAST GRAND RAPIDS
Regular Meeting Held March 15, 2021

Mayor Favale called the meeting to order at 6:00 p.m. in the City Commission Chambers at the East Grand Rapids
Community Center and led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance. She announced the meeting was also being held
electronically as allowed by the recent amendment to the Michigan Open Meetings Act in response to the COVID-19 crisis.
She invited any citizen attending by computer or phone to ask questions or offer comments during the public comment times.

Present in Person:

Commissioners Hamrick and Mayor Favale

Present Virtually:

Commissioners Arendshorst, Hecksel, Pachla and Walters

Absent:

Commissioner Duncan

Also Present:

City Attorney Huff; City Manager Charles; Deputy City Manager LaFave; City Clerk Brower; Interim
Parks & Recreation Director Fasbender; Finance Director Seath; Zoning Administrator Gianotti

2021-47.

The agenda was approved as published.

2021-48.

No public comment was received.

2021-49.

City Manager Charles reminded everyone the April 5 City Commission meeting had been moved to March 29.
He announced a meeting to discuss the potential multi-use trails at Manhattan Park would be held March 30 at 6
pm at the Manhattan Park Pavilion; all residents are invited to attend. Mr. Charles also noted the Open Meetings
Act provision allowing virtual meetings expires at the end of March. He will keep the commission informed on
extensions or other options.

2021-50.

Final Reading of an ordinance to amend Article I of Chapter 83 of Title VIII of the City Code pertaining to
general fence requirements.
Deputy City Manager LaFave reviewed the changes proposed by the Infrastructure Committee to better define
certain terms, measurements and maintenance provisions. He noted illustrations had been prepared to assist staff
and residents in understanding the requirements, including a new drawing for through-lot situations that was
revised after the agenda materials were published.

2021-50-A.

Pachla-Arendshorst. That an ordinance to amend Article I of Chapter 83 of Title VIII of the City Code
pertaining to general fence requirements, including the new drawing, be adopted as attached in Exhibit “A.”
Mayor Favale opened the meeting for public comment. No other public comment was received. Mayor Favale
closed the public comment.
Yeas:
Nays:

2021-51.

Arendshorst, Hamrick, Hecksel, Pachla, Walters and Favale – 6
-0-

Public Safety Department 2020 Annual Report.
Public Safety Director Herald thanked the community for supporting the officers and department during a very
challenging year that saw the COVID-19 pandemic, racial unrest and many political divisions. He listed several
departmental accomplishments and reviewed the statistics for personal and property crimes in 2020 and
compared to prior years. Mr. Herald noted the COVID-19 pandemic had affected crime rates across the country
as people’s routines were changed by stay-at-home orders and reduced recreational opportunities.
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2021-52.

Public Safety Department 2020 Annual Analysis & Review of Use of Force and Pursuits.
Public Safety Director Herald reviewed the annual use of force report and the investigation results from each
incident. The commission discussed at length one of the incidents where the driver did not pull over
immediately and the officer drew his weapon when approaching the car after it finally stopped. Commissioners
Walters and Arendshorst expressed concern about the level of the response given there was no overt indication
of violence. Commissioner Arendshorst suggested revising policies to minimize the instances where officers are
drawing their weapons. Chief Herald explained that officers face unknown situations anytime they engage with
the public and procedures are standardized across police agencies. He noted that only 9 of the 3,754 calls for
service in 2020 used any type of force, which was 0.24%, and that each incident is reviewed afterwards for
possible alternatives and additional training opportunities.

2021-53.

Resolution authorizing the refinancing of bonds issued for the Community Center.
City Manager Charles explained the plan to take advantage of the current low interest rates to save taxpayers
money on the bond payments for the community center. The bonds were issued in 2004 and then refinanced in
2012, but the rates have dropped again making it advantageous to consider this again.

2021-53-A.

Hamrick-Pachla. That a resolution authorizing the refinancing of bonds issued for the Community Center be
adopted as attached in Exhibit “B.”
Yeas:
Nays:

2021-54.

Arendshorst, Hamrick, Hecksel, Pachla, Walters and Favale – 6
-0-

Pachla-Walters. To approve the consent agenda as follows:

2021-54-A.

Minutes of the regular meeting held March 1, 2021.

2021-54-B.

Payroll disbursements of $230,432.17; county and school disbursements of 107,317.05, and total
remaining disbursements of $316,336.68.

2021-54-C.

Establishment of June 7, 2021 as the date to hold public hearings for the budget and for delinquent accounts
and to hold a special meeting to adopt the budget on this date.
Yeas:
Nays:

Arendshorst, Hamrick, Hecksel, Pachla, Walters and Favale – 6
-0-

2021-55.

Mayor Favale reopened the meeting for public comment. No public comment was received.

2021-56.

City staff presented the FY 2021-22 Goals & Objectives report to the city commission.
City Manager Charles reported he planned to streamline the budget process and documents, update the strategic
plan over the next two years, and continue communication efforts. After input from the commission, he noted
he would like to add researching a separate zoning board of appeals and holding some type of community
conversation on diversity.
Finance Director Seath noted staff training, a wage study and changing to a comprehensive audited financial
report format were some of the goals of the Finance Department.
Interim Parks & Recreation Director Fasbender outlined several potential changes to the Manhattan Recreation
Area as well as possible updates to the plans for Waterfront Park. Some commissioners expressed interest in
discussing accelerated funding for playground improvements.
Deputy City Manager LaFave reviewed plans to present the draft Mobility Plan, continue the Redevelopment
Ready Certification, explore possible zoning ordinance changes and continue infrastructure improvements. The
commission asked Mr. LaFave to explore a residential composting program and ways to improve the overall
garbage collection system through designated collection days or the city providing trash service.
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Public Safety Director Herald explained his plans to expand de-escalation and use of force training as well as
county-wide crisis intervention training to help officers deal with mental illness.
The meeting adjourned at 8:53 p.m., subject to the call of the Mayor until March 29, 2021.

____________________________________
Karen K. Brower, City Clerk
Attachments:

A – Ordinance Amendment to Chapter 83 concerning fence requirements
B – Resolution authorizing the refinancing of the community center bonds

Attachments listed above are available for inspection at the office of the City Clerk.
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AN ORDINANCE TO AMEND SECTION 8.61 OF CHAPTER 83 OF TITLE VIII
OF THE CODE OF THE CITY OF EAST GRAND RAPIDS

THE CITY OF EAST GRAND RAPIDS ORDAINS:
Section 1.
Section 8.61 of Chapter 83 of Title VIII of the Code of the City of East Grand
Rapids is hereby amended in its entirety to read as follows:
8.61

Requirements and restrictions.
A.

Fences or walls located in a side or rear yard shall not exceed six (6) feet in
height, measured from the interior bottom of the fence or wall to the
uppermost portion of the sections in-between the support posts or pillars. A
gap no larger than 6 inches is allowed between the natural grade and the
bottom of the fence to allow for uneven grade. Support posts and pillars are
allowed a twelve (12) inch height encroachment for decorative elements.

B.

Fences or walls erected in any front yard, including both street sides of a
through lot, shall not exceed forty eight (48) inches in height, measured from
the interior bottom of the fence or wall to the uppermost portion of the
sections in-between the support posts or pillars, and shall be no more than
fifty percent (50%) opaque for the sections of fence or wall in-between
support posts or pillars. A gap no larger than 6 inches is allowed between the
natural grade and the bottom of the fence to allow for uneven grade. Support
posts and pillars are allowed a twelve (12) inch height encroachment for
decorative elements. Driveway entryway pillars may be up to six feet in
height, up to 30 inches in width/depth and allow an 18-inch height
encroachment for decorative elements (such as gas lamps).

C.

A fence or wall up to six (6) feet in height shall be at least ten (10) feet off
of the street right-of-way line on the street side yard of a corner lot, or must
be in alignment with the current house setback, whichever is less. Any fence
or wall within that ten (10) foot setback, or closer than the established side
yard setback of the house, shall not exceed forty eight (48) inches in height,
measured from the interior bottom of the fence or wall to the uppermost
portion of the sections in-between the support posts or pillars, or shall have
clear visibility through it (such as a chain link fence or a metal rod fence)
and be set back at least one (1) foot from the right-of-way line. In addition,
no fence or wall may be located in the clear vision area required by §3.38
of the City Code unless it is no more than fifty (50%) opaque.

D.

A fence or wall lawfully in existence as of the adoption of subsections B and
C above that does not conform to the requirements of subsections B and C
(a "preexisting fence or wall") may be continued so long as it remains
otherwise lawful, subject to the following provisions:
1.

No preexisting fence or wall may be enlarged or altered in a way which
increases its nonconformity.
-1-
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2.

If a preexisting fence or wall is moved for any reason, it shall thereafter
conform to the regulations of subsections B and C.

3.

Repair and maintenance work may be performed on a preexisting fence
or wall on interior and corner lots only provided that its nonconformity as
it existed at the time this section was adopted is not increased. Repair
and maintenance are defined as replacing no more than 25% of a section
of non-conforming fence within a 12-month timeframe. Repair and
maintenance work may be performed on a preexisting fence or wall on
through lots provided that its nonconformity as it existed at the time this
section was adopted is not increased. Repair and maintenance are
defined as replacing no more than 5% of a section of non-conforming
fence within a 12-month timeframe.

4.

Nothing in this section shall be deemed to prevent the strengthening or
restoring to a safe condition of a preexisting fence or wall or part thereof
declared to be unsafe by any official charged with protecting the public
safety, upon order of such official.

E.

Fences and walls shall be constructed and maintained vertical to the contour
of the adjoining land. All fences constructed or reconstructed following the
adoption of this section shall have the finished side facing neighboring
property. The back side of a fence shall face the owner's property and shall
contain the fence posts and bracing. Fences with double finished sides
including fence panels, decorative bracing and posts are permitted.

F.

There shall not be attached, affixed, or placed on any fence or wall any spike,
nail, barb (including barbwire), or other pointed instrument, and all cleaved
selvages and sharp points on wire fences shall be removed or bent to
eliminate any sharp extrusions.

G.

No fence or wall shall be constructed or maintained which is charged or
connected with an electrical current.

H.

Temporary construction fences or fences for protection around excavations
shall comply with all requirements of the National Building Code. Such
fences shall not be maintained for a period greater than a year without
approval of the Zoning Board of Appeals.

I.

Fences enclosing tennis courts shall not exceed twelve (12) feet in height
and shall be of a standard open wire-mesh type and if in excess of six (6)
feet in height shall not encroach upon the side yard required to be maintained
under the provisions of Chapter 50, Zoning, of this Code without the prior
approval of the City Commission. The City Commission, in considering
applications to construct such fences, shall give consideration to the
character of the neighborhood and the preservation of property values and
may attach to its approval such conditions regarding the location, character,
landscaping, or treatment thereof as it may deem to be reasonably necessary
-2-
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for the protection of the neighbors and for the furtherance of the intent of this
chapter.
J.

No fence or wall shall be erected within one (1) foot of any lot line abutting a
street right-of-way line.

K.

Provisions of the City Code in Title VIII dealing with fencing requirements for
swimming pools may in some instances be inconsistent with the
requirements of this section. Any such inconsistencies shall be addressed
by filing for an exception as provided in subsection L below.

L.

The City Commission may, for good cause, authorize exceptions from the
strict requirements of this chapter upon written application and following a
public hearing. The procedure for such application and hearing shall be as
set forth in §§8.62A and 8.62B of this chapter.

M.

Prior to installing or having a fence installed upon a parcel of property, the
owner of the property or the owner's contractor must obtain a fence permit
from the City. The procedure for obtaining this permit will be set forth in the
Fee Resolution adopted by the City from time-to-time for other required
permits.

N.

The illustrations found at the end of this chapter are to assist with the
interpretation of these regulations as they pertain to interior, corner and
through lots.

Section 2.

This ordinance shall be effective on March 26, 2021.

Section 3.
Notice of adoption of this Ordinance shall be published within ten days of its
enactment by a publication of a digest, summary, or statement of purpose of the Ordinance
as provided by Chapter VII, Section 7.5 of the Charter of the City of East Grand Rapids.
NOTICE OF ADOPTION OF ORDINANCE BY THE CITY OF EAST GRAND RAPIDS:
On March 15, 2021, the City Commission of the City of East Grand Rapids adopted an
ordinance amendment restating Section 8.61 of Chapter 83 of Title VIII of the City Code. The
purpose of this section is to list the requirements and restrictions on fences located within the
City. The amended ordinance added definitions, provisions on the repair and maintenance of
fences, and illustrations to this chapter. The full text of the ordinance is available for inspection
by and distribution to the public at the office of the City Clerk. No further or additional
publication of this ordinance is required or contemplated.
City of East Grand Rapids
By______________________________
Karen K. Brower
City Clerk
17594541.1
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EXHIBIT 1 – Interior Lot Fence Example

EXHIBIT 2 – Corner Lot Fence Example #1

-4-
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EXHIBIT #3 – Corner Lot Fence Example #2

EXHIBIT #4 – Through Lot Fence Example

EXHIBIT #5 – Fence Detail Standards

-5-
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CITY OF EAST GRAND RAPIDS
(Kent County, Michigan)
Resolution No. 2021-53-A
RESOLUTION TO AUTHORIZE ISSUANCE OF
GENERAL OBLIGATION UNLIMITED TAX REFUNDING BONDS,
SERIES 2021
Minutes of a regular meeting of the City Commission of the City of East Grand Rapids,
Kent County, Michigan, held in the City on Monday, March 15, 2021, at 6:00 p.m., local time.
PRESENT:

Commissioners Arendshorst, Hamrick, Hecksel, Pachla, Walters and Mayor
Favale

ABSENT:

Commissioner Duncan

The following resolution was offered by Commissioner Hamrick and supported by
Commissioner Pachla:
WHEREAS, the City of East Grand Rapids (the “City”) issued its Unlimited Tax General
Obligation Bonds, Series 2004, dated July 21, 2004, in the original aggregate principal amount of
$8,740,000 (the “2004 Bonds”) pursuant to Act 279, Public Acts of Michigan, 1909, as amended,
(“Act 279”); Chapter X of the Charter of the City; and proposals approved by the voters of the
City on June 14, 2004 (the “Ballot Proposal”), for the purpose of paying the cost to renovate,
improve and expand the City’s Community Center Complex (the “Improvements”)
WHEREAS, the City issued its Unlimited Tax General Obligation Refunding Bonds,
Series 2012B, dated October 11, 2012, in the original aggregate principal amount of $8,400,000
(the “Prior Bonds”) pursuant to Act 34, Public Acts of Michigan, 2001, as amended, (“Act 34”)
and Chapter X of the Charter of the City for the purpose of refunding the 2004 Bonds;
WHEREAS, the Prior Bonds maturing on and after April 1, 2022, are subject to redemption
prior to maturity at the option of the City, on any date on or after April 1, 2021;
WHEREAS, Act 279 and Act 34 permit the City to refund all or part of the Prior Bonds;
WHEREAS, the City has received a savings report from Robert W. Baird & Co., which
shows that refunding a portion of the Prior Bonds may provide a substantial savings in interest
costs to the City;
WHEREAS, the City Commission has determined that it is in the best interest of the City
to refund all or a portion of the Prior Bonds and to authorize an officer of the City to negotiate the
sale of refunding bonds (the “Bonds”) to Robert W. Baird & Co. and refund all or a portion of the
Prior Bonds.
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT HEREBY RESOLVED as follows:
1.

NECESSITY. The City Commission (the “Commission”) determines that it is a

necessary public purpose of the City to refund all or a portion of the Prior Bonds maturing on and
after April 1, 2022, as provided below.
2.

ISSUANCE OF BONDS. Subject to the parameters of this Resolution, the Bonds,

designated General Obligation Unlimited Tax Refunding Bonds, Series 2021, are authorized to be
issued in the aggregate principal amount not to exceed $6,600,000 for the purpose of refunding
the portion of the Prior Bonds maturing on and after April 1, 2022, or such other portion of the
Prior Bonds as determined by the Authorized Officer (defined below) (the “Refunded Bonds”) in
an order signed by the Authorized Officer (the “Sale Order”) and to pay the legal and financial
expenses and all other expenses incidental to the issuance of the Bonds.
3.

PERIOD OF USEFULNESS. The estimated remaining period of usefulness of the

Improvements is determined to be in excess of twelve years.
4.

BOND TERMS. The Bonds shall be issued in fully registered form as to both

principal and interest, in the denominations of $5,000 each, or any whole multiple thereof, or such
denominations determined by the Authorized Officer (“Authorized Denominations”). The Bonds
shall be numbered consecutively in the order of their registration, shall be dated the date of delivery
or such other date as determined by the Authorized Officer in the Sale Order and shall mature
serially or as term bonds subject to mandatory redemption as determined by the Authorized Officer
in the Sale Order.
The Bonds shall bear interest as determined by the Authorized Officer, payable
semiannually as determined by the Authorized Officer. The Authorized Officer may alter or
determine the Bond terms within the parameters of this resolution as hereafter provided.
5.

PAYMENT OF PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST. Both principal of and interest on

the Bonds shall be payable in lawful money of the United States of America to the person
appearing on the Bond registration books as the registered owner thereof. Payment of principal
on the Bonds shall be made at the principal office of the Paying Agent (defined below). Payment
of interest on the Bonds shall be paid to the registered owner at the address as it appears on the
registration books as of the determination date. Initially, the determination date shall be the date
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as of the fifteenth (15th) day of the month prior to the payment date for each interest payment;
however, the determination date may be changed by the City to conform to market practice.
6.

PLEDGE OF FULL FAITH AND CREDIT, GENERAL OBLIGATION. The

Bonds shall be payable from ad valorem property taxes authorized and approved by the Ballot
Proposal. The City hereby pledges its unlimited tax, full faith and credit, general obligation for
the prompt payment of the principal of and interest on the Bonds as and when due. The City shall
levy upon the tax rolls of the City each year for the purpose of paying the principal of and interest
on the Bonds a sum not less than the amount estimated to be sufficient to pay the principal and
interest on the Bonds as such principal and interest fall due, prior to the next year’s tax levy, the
probable delinquency in collections being taken into consideration in arriving at the estimate.
Taxes required to be levied to meet the principal and interest obligations may be without limitation
as to rate or amount, as provided by Article IX, Section 6 of the Michigan Constitution of 1963.
7.

PRIOR REDEMPTION.
(a)

Mandatory Redemption. Principal designated as a term bond maturity shall

be subject to mandatory redemption, in whole or in part, by lot, at par plus accrued interest, on the
redemption dates and in the amounts determined by the Authorized Officer.
(b)

Optional Redemption. The Bonds shall be subject to optional redemption

prior to maturity as determined by the Authorized Officer.
(c)

Notice of Redemption. Notice of redemption of Bonds shall be given by

mail to the Registered Owners of the Bonds to be redeemed not less than thirty (30) days prior to
the date fixed for redemption, addressed to the Registered Owner at the registered address shown
on the registration books of the City maintained by the Paying Agent. Bonds so called for
redemption shall not bear interest after the date fixed for redemption, provided funds are on hand
with the Paying Agent to redeem the same. So long as the book-entry-only system remains in
effect, the Paying Agent will give notice to Cede & Co., as nominee of the Depository Trust
Company, New York, New York (“DTC”), and only Cede & Co. will be deemed to be a holder of
the Bonds.
8.

PAYING AGENT AND REGISTRATION:
(a)

Appointment of Paying Agent. The Authorized Officer shall, from time to

time, designate and appoint a paying agent, which may also act as transfer agent and bond registrar
(the “Paying Agent”) and is authorized to remove the Paying Agent and appoint a successor Paying
Agent. In the event of a change in the Paying Agent, notice shall be given in writing, by certified
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mail, to each Registered Owner not less than sixty (60) days prior to the next interest payment
date. The Paying Agent shall keep the official books for the recordation of the Registered Owners
of the Bonds.
(b)

Book Entry Eligible: At the option of the initial purchaser of the Bonds, the

Bonds will be issued in book-entry only form as one fully registered bond per maturity and will be
registered in the name of Cede & Co., as bondholder and nominee for The Depository Trust
Company (“DTC”), New York, New York; if this option is selected, DTC will act as securities
depository for the Bonds, purchase of the Bonds will be made in book-entry only form, in
Authorized Denominations, and purchasers will not receive certificates representing their interest
in Bonds purchased.
(c)

Discontinuance of Book-Entry-Only. In the event the book-entry-only

system is not selected or is discontinued, the following provisions would apply to the Bonds.
Registration of the Bonds shall be recorded in the registration books of the City to be kept by the
Paying Agent. Bonds may be transferred only by submitting the same to the Paying Agent,
together with a satisfactory instrument of transfer signed by the Registered Owner or his or her
legal representative duly authorized in writing, after which a new Bond or Bonds shall be issued
by the Paying Agent to the transferee (new registered owner) in Authorized Denominations, in the
same aggregate principal amount as the Bond submitted for transfer. No transfer of Bonds shall
be valid unless and until recorded on the bond registration books in accordance with the foregoing.
The person in whose name any bond is registered may for all purposes, notwithstanding any notice
to the contrary, be deemed and treated by the City and the Paying Agent as the absolute owner
thereof, and any payment of principal and interest on any Bond to the Registered Owner thereof
shall constitute a valid discharge of the City’s liability upon such Bond to the extent of such
payment. No Bond shall be transferred less than fifteen (15) days prior to an interest payment date
nor after the Bond has been called for redemption. So long as the Bonds are registered to DTC or
another bond depository, the Paying Agent, acting as bond registrar, shall have no responsibility
with respect to such transfers.
9.

BOND FORM. The Bonds shall be substantially in the form attached hereto as

Exhibit A, and incorporated herein, with such changes as are recommended by the City’s Bond
Counsel and approved by the officers of the City signing the Bonds, and whose signatures thereon
shall be conclusive evidence of such approval.
10.

EXECUTION OF BONDS. The Mayor or the Mayor Pro Tem and the Clerk or the

Deputy Clerk of the City are hereby authorized and directed to sign the Bonds, either manually or
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by facsimile signature, on behalf of the City. Upon execution, the Bonds shall be delivered to the
purchaser thereof upon receipt of the purchase price.
11.

BOND PAYMENT FUND. For payments of principal of and interest on the Bonds,

there shall be established and maintained a debt service fund for the Bonds (the “Bond Payment
Fund”). The accrued interest, if any, and capitalized interest, if any, received at the time of delivery
of the Bonds and any amount of premium determined by the Authorized Officer shall be placed
into the Bond Payment Fund. All proceeds from taxes levied for the payment of the principal of
and interest on the Bonds shall also be deposited in the Bond Payment Fund. Moneys in the Bond
Payment Fund shall be expended solely for payment of principal and interest on the Bonds. The
City hereby pledges to set aside each year from the taxes levied for this purpose a sum sufficient
to pay the principal of and interest on the Bonds coming due prior to the next collection of taxes.
12.

INVESTMENT OF FUNDS. Moneys in the funds and accounts established herein

may be invested by the City as allowed by law and subject to the limitations imposed by arbitrage
regulations and Section 148 of the Code (defined below).
13.

DEPOSITORY AND FUNDS ON HAND. Monies in the several funds and

accounts maintained pursuant to this Resolution may be kept in one or more accounts at financial
institutions designated by resolution of the City and, if kept in one account, the monies shall be
allocated on the books and records of the City in the manner and at the times provided in this
Resolution.
14.

BOND PROCEEDS; ESCROW AGREEMENT. The proceeds of the Bonds shall

be used to pay the costs of issuance of the Bonds and to secure payment of the Refunded Bonds,
as follows:
(a)

Any accrued interest received upon delivery of the Bonds and the amount

of any premium determined by the Authorized Officer shall be deposited in the Bond Payment
Fund.
(b)

Proceeds of the Bonds in the amount designated by the Authorized Officer

at the time of delivery of the Bonds, together with any monies transferred by the City from the
debt retirement fund for the Prior Bonds and any other available funds of the City at the time of
sale of the Bonds, all as determined by the Authorized Officer, shall be deposited in an escrow
fund (the “Escrow Fund”), to be used pursuant to the terms of an escrow agreement (the “Escrow
Agreement”) to be executed between the City and an escrow trustee selected by the Authorized
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Officer (the “Escrow Trustee”), providing for the deposit of the proceeds of the Bonds with the
Escrow Trustee for the purposes of investment and administration.
The Escrow Fund shall be held in trust by the Escrow Trustee pursuant to the
Escrow Agreement, which agreement shall irrevocably direct the Escrow Trustee to take all
necessary steps to call for redemption the Refunded Bonds, including publication and mailing of
redemption notices, on the first call date on which the Refunded Bonds may be called for
redemption. The proceeds of the Bonds to be deposited in the Escrow Fund shall be invested in
deposits of cash and/or any bonds or other obligations not callable at the option of the Issuer
thereof, which as to principal and interest constitute direct obligations of the United States of
America, or obligations the principal of and interest on which is fully guaranteed by the United
States of America, including U. S. Treasury Trust Receipts, or any other obligations permitted
under the terms of the Escrow Agreement. The investments held in the Escrow Fund shall be such
that the principal will be sufficient, without reinvestment, to pay the principal and interest on the
Refunded Bonds as they become due at their maturity or at the call for redemption required by this
section. The Escrow Trustee shall serve as Trustee under the Escrow Agreement. The Authorized
Officer is hereby authorized and directed to negotiate, approve and execute the Escrow Agreement
for and on behalf of the City.
(c)

The balance of the proceeds of the sale of the Bonds shall be deposited in a

costs of issuance fund established under the Escrow Agreement (or be used directly) to be used to
pay legal, financing or other expenses incidental to issuance of the Bonds.
15.

CONTRACT WITH BONDHOLDERS. The provisions of this Resolution shall

constitute a contract between the City and the holder or holders of the Bonds from time to time
(the “Bondholders”), and after the issuance of any of such Bonds, no change, variation or alteration
of the provisions of this Resolution may be made that would lessen the security for the Bonds.
The provisions of this Resolution shall be enforceable by appropriate proceedings taken by such
Bondholders, either at law or in equity.
16.

SALE OF BONDS. The Authorized Officer is authorized to sell the Bonds

pursuant to a negotiated sale in accordance with Act 34. It is hereby determined that such
negotiated sale is in the best interests of the City and is calculated to provide the City with
maximum flexibility in pricing the Bonds. The Authorized Officer is authorized to negotiate a
bond purchase agreement, a placement agreement or other purchase agreement or term sheet (the
"Purchase Agreement") with an underwriter or other purchaser (a “Purchaser”) to be selected by
Page 6 of 15
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the Authorized Officer at or prior to the time of the sale of the Bonds. The Authorized Officer may
determine that an underwriter may act on behalf of itself and any other underwriters as determined
by the Authorized Officer. The Purchase Agreement shall set forth the principal amount of the
Bonds, principal maturities and dates, interest rates and interest payment dates, redemption
provisions, if any, purchase price to be paid by the Purchaser and compensation or expenses to be
paid to the Purchaser, as well as such other terms and provisions as the Authorized Officer
determines to be necessary or appropriate in connection with the sale of the Bonds.
17.

AUTHORIZED OFFICER.

Notwithstanding any other provision of this

Resolution, the Mayor, the City Manager, and the Finance Director of the City, or any one or more
of them (the “Authorized Officer”), are authorized within the limitations set forth below to
determine the title of the Bonds, the interest rate or rates, maximum interest rate, amount of
discount or premium, amount of maturities, principal amount, amount of good faith deposit, if any,
denominations, dates of issuance, dates of maturities, interest payment dates, optional and
mandatory redemption rights, and term bond options. The authority granted to the Authorized
Officer by this Section, is subject to the following limitations:
(a)

The par amount of the Bonds shall not exceed $6,600,000.

(b)

The true interest cost on the Bonds shall not exceed 4.00% per annum.

(c)

The final maturity date of the Bonds shall not be later than April 1, 2033.

(d)

The Bonds shall not be sold at a price of less than 97% of the par value of

(e)

The Bonds may be issued to refund the Refunded Bonds if such refunding

the Bonds.

will produce net present value savings of at least 3.00% of the Refunded Bonds.
The Authorized Officer is hereby authorized for and on behalf of the City, without
further Commission approval, to: (a) approve the circulation of a preliminary and a final Official
Statement describing the Bonds, if considered necessary; (b) negotiate the sale of the Bonds to
the Purchaser and enter into the Purchase Agreement in such form as the Authorized Officer shall
approve; (c) purchase municipal bond insurance, if considered necessary, as additional security for
the bondholders; (d) apply to rating agencies for a rating on the Bonds, if considered necessary;
(e) negotiate, approve, and execute the Escrow Agreement; (f) to make any elections or
designations under the Code, and (g) do all other acts and take all other necessary procedures
required to effectuate the sale, issuance and delivery of the Bonds.
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Approval by the City of the matters delegated in this section or any other sections
may be evidenced by execution or approval of such documents by the Authorized Officer. The
Authorized Officer, together with the Clerk, or any one or more of them, are authorized to execute
any documents or certificates necessary to complete the transaction, including, but not limited to,
any applications including applications to the Michigan Department of Treasury (including an
Application for State Treasurer’s Approval to Issue Long-Term Securities, applications for
waivers, and the submission of any supporting or related documents), any certificates, receipts,
orders, agreements, instruments, security reports, a blanket letter of representations, and any
certificates relating to federal or state securities laws, rules or regulations, and to pay any fees
required by the State of Michigan. The Authorized Officer shall have the power to approve such
policies as deemed necessary to comply with federal securities and tax laws, which shall be binding
on the City.
The Authorized Officer is hereby authorized to select and retain, on behalf of the
City, the Escrow Trustee to serve under the Escrow Agreement, a Paying Agent to serve pursuant
to this Resolution, a Verification Agent to review calculations and verify savings resulting from
issuance of the Bonds, and a bidding agent for the purchase of securities for the Escrow Fund, if
considered necessary.
18.

DEFEASANCE. In the event cash or direct obligations of the United States or

obligations the principal of and interest on which are guaranteed by the United States, or a
combination thereof, the principal of and interest on which, without reinvestment, come due at
times and in amounts sufficient to pay at maturity or irrevocable call for earlier optional or
mandatory redemption, the principal of, premium, if any, and interest on the Bonds, shall be
deposited in trust, this Resolution shall be defeased and the owners of the Bonds shall have no
further rights under this Resolution except to receive payment of the principal of, premium, if any,
and interest on the Bonds from the cash or securities deposited in trust and the interest and gains
thereon and to transfer and exchange bonds as provided herein.
19.

TAX COVENANT. The City covenants to comply with all requirements of the

Code necessary to assure that the interest on the bonds will be and will remain excludable from
gross income for federal income tax purposes. The Authorized Officer and other appropriate
officials of the City are authorized to do all things necessary (including the making of such
covenants of the City as shall be appropriate) to assure that the interest on the Bonds will be and
will remain excludable from gross income for federal income tax purposes.
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20.

BONDS MUTILATED, LOST OR DESTROYED. If any Bond shall become

mutilated, the City, at the expense of the holder of the Bond, shall execute, and the Paying Agent
shall authenticate and deliver, a new Bond of like tenor in exchange and substitution for the
mutilated Bond, upon surrender to the Paying Agent of the mutilated Bond. If any Bond issued
under this Resolution shall be lost, destroyed or stolen, evidence of the loss, destruction or theft
may be submitted to the Paying Agent and, if this evidence is satisfactory to both the City and the
Paying Agent and indemnity satisfactory to the Paying Agent shall be given, the City, at the
expense of the owner, shall execute, and the Paying Agent shall thereupon authenticate and deliver,
a new Bond of like tenor, which shall bear the statement required by Act 354, Public Acts of
Michigan, 1972, as amended, or any applicable law hereafter enacted, in lieu of and in substitution
for the Bond so lost, destroyed or stolen. If any such Bond shall have matured or shall be about to
mature, instead of issuing a substitute Bond, the Paying Agent may pay the same without surrender
thereof.
21.

QUALIFIED TAX-EXEMPT OBLIGATION. The City reasonably anticipates

that the amount of qualified tax-exempt obligations that will be issued by the City and all
subordinate entities during the calendar year 2021 shall not exceed $10,000,000. The City hereby
designates the Bonds as “qualified tax-exempt obligations” for purposes of Code Section
265(b)(3)(B).
22.

MUNICIPAL BOND INSURANCE. The Authorized Officer is hereby authorized

to acquire municipal bond insurance to enhance the marketability of the Bonds. If the City acquires
municipal bond insurance from a municipal bond insurer (the “Insurer”), the Authorized Officer,
the Clerk, and the Treasurer, or any one of them, are hereby authorized to take all actions, including
the payment of membership fees of a mutual insurance company, and to execute any documents,
certificates, orders, applications, agreements, conditions, covenants or other instruments necessary
to effectuate the issuance of the policy of bond insurance, including, but not limited to the
execution of an order or agreement containing such provisions as the Insurer may require with
respect to the insurance and the Insurer, which shall be binding on the City in the same manner as
if contained herein.
23.

OFFICIAL STATEMENT. The Authorized Officer is authorized to cause the

preparation of an official statement or other offering document for the Bonds for the purpose of
enabling compliance with Rule 15c2-12 issued under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as
amended (the “Rule”), and to do all other things necessary to enable compliance with the
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Rule. After the award of the Bonds, if required by the Rule, the City will provide copies of a “final
official statement” (as defined in paragraph (e)(3) of the Rule) on a timely basis and in reasonable
quantity as requested by the Purchaser to enable the Purchaser to comply with paragraph (b)(4) of
the Rule and the rules of the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board.
24.

CONTINUING DISCLOSURE. The Authorized Officer is hereby authorized, if

necessary, to execute and deliver in the name and on behalf of the City (i) a certificate of the City
to comply with the requirements for a continuing disclosure undertaking of the City pursuant to
subsection (b)(5) of the Rule and (ii) amendments to such certificate from time to time in
accordance with the terms of such certificate (the certificate and any amendments thereto are
collectively referred to herein as the “Continuing Disclosure Certificate”). The City hereby
covenants and agrees that it will comply with and carry out all of the provisions of the Continuing
Disclosure Certificate. The remedies for any failure of the City to comply with and carry out the
provisions of the Continuing Disclosure Certificate shall be as set forth therein.
25.

APPOINTMENT OF BOND COUNSEL. The firm of Dickinson Wright PLLC is

hereby approved as bond counsel to the City for the Bonds. The City acknowledges that Dickinson
Wright PLLC represents a number of financial institutions and firms in public finance matters,
including financial institutions and firms that may potentially purchase the Bonds, and consents to
Dickinson Wright PLLC’s representation of the City as bond counsel and waives any conflict of
interest arising from such representation of a financial institution or underwriter that may purchase
the Bonds.
26.

RESOLUTION SUBJECT TO MICHIGAN LAW.

The provisions of this

Resolution are subject to the laws of the State of Michigan.
27.

SECTION HEADINGS. The section headings in this Resolution are furnished for

convenience of reference only and shall not be considered to be a part of this Resolution.
28.

SEVERABILITY. If any section, paragraph, clause or provision of this Resolution

shall be held invalid, the invalidity of such section, paragraph, clause or provision shall not affect
any of the other provisions of this Resolution.
29.

CONFLICT. Except as provided above, all resolutions or parts thereof, insofar as

the same may be in conflict herewith, are hereby repealed; provided, that the foregoing shall not
operate to repeal any provision thereof, the repeal of which would impair the obligation on the
Bonds.
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30.

EFFECTIVE DATE OF RESOLUTION. This Resolution is determined by the

Commission to be immediately necessary for the preservation of the peace, health and safety of
the City and shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage.
YEAS:

Arendshorst, Hamrick, Hecksel, Pachla, Walters and Favale

NAYS:

None

ABSTAIN:

Duncan

RESOLUTION DECLARED ADOPTED.

Karen K. Brower, Clerk
City of East Grand Rapids

CERTIFICATION
I, the duly qualified and acting Clerk of City of East Grand Rapids, Kent County, Michigan
(the “City”) do hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and complete copy of a resolution adopted
by the City Commission at a meeting held on March 15, 2021, the original of which is on file in
my office. Public notice of said meeting was given pursuant to and in compliance with Act 267,
Public Acts of Michigan, 1976, as amended.

Date:

March 19, 2021

Karen K. Brower, Clerk
City of East Grand Rapids
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EXHIBIT A
No. ___

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
STATE OF MICHIGAN
COUNTY OF KENT
CITY OF EAST GRAND RAPIDS
GENERAL OBLIGATION UNLIMITED TAX REFUNDING BONDS,
SERIES 2021
Interest Rate

Maturity Date

Date of Original Issue

Registered Owner:
Principal Amount:
The City of East Grand Rapids, Kent County, Michigan (the “City”), acknowledges itself
indebted and, for value received, hereby promises to pay to the Registered Owner specified above,
or registered assigns, the Principal Amount specified above, in lawful money of the United States
of America, on the Date of Maturity specified above, unless prepaid prior thereto as hereinafter
provided, with interest thereon from the Date of Original Issue specified above or such later date
to which interest has been paid, until paid, at the Interest Rate per annum specified above, first
payable on the first day of April and October of each year, beginning October 1, 2021.
This Bond is one of a total authorized series of bonds of even date and like tenor, except
as to date of maturity, amount, and interest rate, numbered in order of registration aggregating the
principal sum of $__________ issued in accordance with the provisions of Act 279, Public Acts
of Michigan, 1909; Act 34, Public Acts of Michigan, 2001, as amended; Chapter X of the Charter
of the City and a Resolution duly adopted by the City Commission on __________, 2021, for the
purpose of refunding the City’s Unlimited Tax General Obligation Refunding Bonds, Series
2012B, which were issued to refund the City’s Unlimited Tax General Obligation Bonds, Series
2004, which were issued to pay the cost to renovate, improve and expand the City’s Community
Center Complex.
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The Bonds shall be payable from the proceeds of a special ad valorem property tax levy
approved by the electorate on June 14, 2004. Pursuant to such approval, the City has pledged its
unlimited tax, full faith or credit, general obligation, for the prompt payment of the principal of
and interest on the Bonds as and when due. Unless the City has sufficient funds on hand, the City
shall annually levy a tax on all taxable property in the City for the prompt payment of principal
and interest on the Bonds, which tax shall be unlimited as to rate and amount as approved by the
electorate.
Principal of this Bond is payable at the principal office of _________________________,
or such other Paying Agent as the City may hereafter designate (the “Paying Agent”) by notice
mailed to the Registered Owner not less than sixty (60) days prior to the next interest payment
date. Interest on this Bond is payable to the Registered Owner of record as of the fifteenth (15th)
day of the month preceding the payment date as shown on the registration books of the City
maintained by the Paying Agent, by check or draft mailed to the Registered Owner at the registered
address..
[Bonds or portions of the Bonds maturing on April 1, ____ (the “Term Bond”), are subject
to mandatory redemption prior to maturity in part, by lot and will be redeemed at the par value
thereof plus accrued interest to the redemption date as follows:
Redemption Date

Principal Amount

(maturity)]

Bonds maturing on or before April 1, _____, shall not be subject to redemption prior to
maturity. Bonds maturing on or after April 1, _____, are subject to redemption prior to maturity
as a whole or in part, at the option of the City, in such order as the City shall determine, on any
dates, on or after April 1, _____. Bonds called for redemption shall be redeemed at the par value
thereof and accrued interest to the date of redemption, without a premium.
Notice of the call of any Bonds for redemption shall be given by first class mail not less
than thirty (30) days prior to the date fixed for redemption, to the Registered Owner at the
registered address. Bonds called for redemption shall not bear interest after the date fixed for
redemption, provided funds are on hand with the Paying Agent to redeem such Bonds. Bonds
shall be called for redemption in multiples of $5,000, and Bonds of denominations of more than
$5,000 shall be treated as representing the number of bonds obtained by dividing the denomination
of the Bond by $5,000, and such Bonds may be redeemed in part. The notice of redemption of
Bonds redeemed in part shall state that upon surrender of the Bond to be redeemed, a new Bond
or Bonds in aggregate principal amount equal to the unredeemed portion of the Bond surrendered
shall be issued to the Registered Owner thereof. So long as the book-entry-only system remains
in effect, the Paying Agent will give notice to Cede & Co., as nominee of The Depository Trust
Company, a New York corporation, only, and only Cede & Co. will be deemed to be a holder of
the Bonds.
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This Bond shall be registered in the name of the Registered Owner on the registration books
kept by the Paying Agent and such registration noted hereon, and thereafter no transfer shall be
valid unless made upon the registration books and likewise noted hereon. This Bond is
exchangeable at the request of the Registered Owner hereof, in person or by his attorney duly
authorized in writing, at the office of the Paying Agent, but only in the manner, subject to the
limitations and at his sole expense, for other bonds of an equal aggregate amount, upon surrender
of this Bond to the Paying Agent. Upon such transfer, a new registered bond or bonds of the same
series and the same maturity of authorized denomination will be issued to the transferee in
exchange therefor.
The City has designated the Bonds as qualified tax-exempt obligations for the purposes of
Section 265(b)(3)(B) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended.
It is hereby certified and recited that all acts, conditions and things required by law,
precedent to and in the issuance of this Bond, exist and have been done and performed in regular
and due time and form as required by law and that the total indebtedness of the City including this
Bond, does not exceed any charter, constitutional or statutory limitation.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, City of East Grand Rapids, Kent County, Michigan, by its City
Commission has caused this Bond to be signed, by the manual or facsimile signatures of its Mayor
and its Clerk, all as of the ____ day of __________, 2021.

Katie Favale, Mayor

Karen K. Brower, Clerk

CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRATION AND AUTHENTICATION
This Bond is one of the City of East Grand Rapids $__________ General Obligation
Unlimited Tax Refunding Bonds, Series 2021, and has been registered in the name of the
Registered Owner designated on the face thereof in the bond register maintained for the City.

Authentication Date:

_______________

As Paying Agent/Bond Registrar/Transfer Agent
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WRONGFUL USE OF CERTIFICATE
Unless this certificate is presented by an authorized representative of The Depository Trust
Company, a New York corporation (“DTC”), to the City or its agent for registration of transfer,
exchange, or payment, and any certificate issued is registered in the name of Cede & Co. or in
such other name as is requested by an authorized representative of DTC (and any payment is made
to Cede & Co. or to such other entity as is requested by an authorized representative of DTC),
ANY TRANSFER, PLEDGE, OR OTHER USE HEREOF FOR VALUE OR OTHERWISE BY
OR TO ANY PERSON IS WRONGFUL inasmuch as the registered owner hereof, Cede & Co.,
has an interest herein.

ASSIGNMENT
For value received, the undersigned hereby sells, assigns and transfers unto
(please print or type social security number or taxpayer identification number and name and address of transferee)

the within bond and all rights thereunder, and does hereby irrevocably constitute and appoint
_________________________________ attorney to transfer the within bond on the books kept for
registration thereof, with full power of substitution in the premises.
Dated:

Signed:

In the presence of:

Notice: The signature to this assignment must correspond with the name as it appears upon the face of the within
bond in every particular, without alteration or enlargement or any change whatever. When assignment is
made by a guardian, trustee, executor or administrator, an officer of a corporation, or anyone in a
representative capacity, proof of his City to act must accompany the bond.

Signature(s) must be guaranteed by an eligible guarantor institution participating in a Securities
Transfer Association recognized signature guaranty program.
Signature Guaranteed:
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City of East Grand Rapids, Michigan

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
RE:

Mayor and City Commissioners
Gary Veldhof, IT Specialist
March 29, 2021
Mobile Computer Terminals Purchase

Action Requested: The City Commission approve the purchase of six (6) Dell Latitude 5420
Notebook PCs and six (6) Havis DS-Dell-417 docking stations from SBC Tech Partners.
Background: The 2020/21 Budget includes $19,800 for the purchase of six (6) Mobile Digital
Computers (MDC) which are ruggedized laptop computers mounted in the Public Safety
Department’s police cruisers. The units being replaced are a minimum of 4 years old. With
advancements in CAD (computer aided dispatch) and in-car video systems performance of the
existing units is degraded. These units are used by Public Safety Officers for communication with
Kent County Sheriff Department (KCSD) dispatch, Law Enforcement Information Network (LEIN)
access, writing reports and in-car video recording. This project will update the current MDCs as
well as the docking stations for mounting them in the cruisers. The Dell MDCs specified are
recommended by and similar spec to those used by KCSD and will provide improved performance.
Proposals on the hardware were received through a reverse auction (RA-4256) conducted on behalf
of the City by Kent County. The low bidder in that auction was SBC Tech Partners. Their bid was
$19,100.00 and a copy of the quotation is attached.
The City has purchased desktop PCs from SBC Tech Partners in the past. There have been no issues
with the equipment and services they have provided. All equipment is new with factory warranty.
Any issues would be handled by Dell though the extended ProSupport warranty that is being
purchased on the units. The City has purchased a Dell server and desktops in the past. There were
no issues with the equipment and warranty support was good.
REVIEWED & APPROVED FOR SUBMISSION:

Shea Charles
CITY MANAGER

MUNICIPAL OFFICES
750 Lakeside Drive SE • East Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506
Telephone (616)-949-1750 Fax (616)-831-6144 www.eastgr.org

Partners with

SBC Tech Partners
503 Carlisle Dr
Suite 125-B
Herndon, Virginia 20170
United States
www.sbctechpartners.com
(P) 703-539-6150 (ext.) 102
(F) 703-539-6150

Quotation (Open)
Date
Feb 09, 2021 01:50 PM EST
Modified Date
Feb 09, 2021 01:55 PM EST
Doc #
25 - rev 1 of 1
Description
None
SalesRep
Blufer, David
(P) (703) 539-6150 ext. 102
Customer Contact
Veldhof, Gary
(P) 616-949-2110
gveldhof@eastgr.org

Customer
City of East Grand Rapids (CO24)
Veldhof, Gary
750 Lakeside Drive SE
East Grand Rapids, MI 49506
United States
(P) 616-949-2110
Customer PO:

Bill To
City of East Grand Rapids
750 Lakeside Drive SE
East Grand Rapids, MI 49506
United States
(P) 616-949-2110

Ship To
City of East Grand Rapids
750 Lakeside Drive SE
East Grand Rapids, MI 49506
United States
(P) 616-949-2110

Terms:
Undefined

Ship Via:
FedEx Ground

Special Instructions:

Carrier Account #:

# Image

Description

Part #

1

Dell Latitude 5420 CTO

2

Havis DS-DELL-417
Docking station - 10Mb LAN - for Dell Latitude 12 Rugged Extreme (72), 14 Rugged (54), 14
Rugged Extreme (74)

30000780718.1

DS-DELL417

Tax Qty Unit Price

No

6

No

6

Total

$2,524.34 $15,146.04

$659.00

Subtotal:
Tax (0.000%):
Shipping:
Misc:
Total:

$3,954.00

$19,100.04
$0.00
$0.00
$-0.04
$19,100.00

CITY OF

EAST GRAND RAPIDS
750 LAKESIDE DRIVE SE • EAST GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN 49506
(616) 940-4817

www.eastgr.org

DOUG LA FAVE
DEPUTY CITY MANAGER

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:

Honorable Mayor and City Commissioners
Doug La Fave, Deputy City Manager
3/8/2021

RE:

Catch basin, manhole and storm sewer rehabilitation program-alternative process

Action Requested: That the City Commission consider approval of a contract for catch basin,
manhole and storm sewer rehabilitation with Havener Tech, INC of Troy, MI at $350 per structure at
five-foot depth, $50 per additional foot and $10 per pound for void fill/repairs within authorized
fiscal year budgets for 2021, 2022, 2023 and 2024.
Background: As part of the sanitary sewer manhole rehabilitation program and as a component of the
City infrastructure asset management strategy, the City utilizes an inspection program to prioritize
rehabilitation of sanitary sewer as well as storm sewer catch basins. It is most cost effective and less
disruptive when rehabilitation takes place in advance of a structure failure and before street
construction. Cured-in-place and other polyurea system products allow for creating a new solid-one
piece structure within an old structure that is constructed of hundreds of independent bricks with
mortar. This type of application rehabilitates and repairs structures and prevents leaks and ground
water intrusion (otherwise known as infiltration and inflow). At the surface this prevents sink holes
around structures and helps reduce the need to rebuild “chimney” portions of structures during road
construction which can be costly and add more time to road construction projects. This process takes
several minutes depending on the application and condition/size or the structure and requires no
excavation or disruption to the surrounding area.
This structural rehabilitation process is a different from the three-layer flexible polymer process that
was also recently approved. This structural rehab process is a closed cell rigid polyurethane foam
designed for concrete void and cavity filling at a thickness of one-inch to a depth of five-feet per
structure. This process allows for rehabilitating a greater number of structures that are typically
shallower in depth and have a more moderate condition rating assessment with minimal infiltration
and inflow compared to the three-layer flexible polymer process.
The current fiscal year major and local street fund budgets each have $100,000 programmed for
manhole casting and rehabilitation. The recent approval for the three-layer flexible polymer process
is estimated at $70,800, with the closed cell rigid polyurethane process estimated at ~$65,800 for
~188 structures. Between each process and manhole casting purchases via the City of Grand Rapids
contract with East Jordan for manhole castings, all three components are within programmed budgets
for FY 20/21.
Project specifications and bid tabs are included with materials.

Below are a few before and after photos of the closed cell rigid polyurethane product rehabilitating a
storm sewer outfall and manhole structure.
This has been reviewed by the Finance Committee and determined to be in order.

Before

After

Before

After

REVIEWED & APPROVED FOR SUBMISSION:

Shea Charles
City Manager

FISCAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT
PURCHASING DIVISION
Kent County Administration Building, 300 Monroe Avenue N.W., Grand Rapids, Michigan 49503-2289
Phone: (616) 632-7720  Fax: (616) 632 -7715  Email: purchasing@kentcountymi.gov

SOLICITATION
Solicitation Type
Solicitation Number
Description
Date of Issuance
Inquiries Deadline Date & Time (local)
Due Date & Time (local)
Pre-Submission Conference

Bid
4281
Catch Basin, Manhole and Storm Drain Repair for the City of
East Grand Rapids
2/23/2021
3/1/2021, 2 PM
3/5/2021, 2 PM
No

Buyer Name

Gault

INTRODUCTION
The Kent County Purchasing Division is soliciting on behalf of City of East Grand Rapids for Catch Basin,
Manhole and Storm Drain Repair.
BID OPENING
The sealed responses will be publicly opened and read aloud by the Kent County Purchasing Division.
The health and safety of the community is a top priority; therefore, Kent County Purchasing Division is
shifting all public openings to remote conference access only. Click here to join the public opening.
SCOPE
A. Description: This work consists of furnishing and installing a spray applied rigid closed-cell
polyurethane foam (SPF) to rehabilitate drainage structures as directed by the assigned City
Project Manager. Estimated structures per year of the contract is between 150 and 200
structures per year for a one-year with three (3) subsequent renewals subject to approval by the
City.

B. Materials:
1. References. The following Standard Test Methods apply to this work:
i. ASTM C 273 Shear Properties of Sandwich Core Materials.
ii. ASTM D 162 I Comprehensive Properties of Rigid Cellular Plastics.
iii. ASTM D 1622 Apparent Density of Rigid Cellular Plastics.
iv. ASTM D 2842 Water Absorption of Rigid Cellular Plastics.
2. Geotechnical Polyurethane Systems are hydro-insensitive two component isocyanate
(A) and polyol (B), closed cell rigid polyurethane foam designed for concrete
raising/lifting/leveling, void filling and cavity filling. The SPF must meet the following
physical requirements:
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i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

ASTM D 1622 Core Density, 6 to 8 pounds per cubic foot.
ASTM D 6226 Closed Cell Content, 2: 94 percent.
ASTM D 1623 Tensile Strength, 400 pounds per square inch.
ASTM D 1621 Compressive Strength, 130 to 180 pounds per square inch.
ASTM D 2842 Water Absorption, S 0.03 pounds per square foot.
Maximum Service Temperature 180 degrees Fahrenheit.

3. Provide substrate primer as recommended by the manufacturer.
4. Quality Assurance. The following is required:
i. The Contractor must have a minimum five (5) years of experience spraying
drainage structures with spray polyurethane foam SPF.
ii. The Contractor must have completed repairs on at least fifty (50) drainage
structures using spray-in-place SPF with no failure of the system for at least
three (3) years.
iii. The Contractor must information concerning projects similar in nature to the
one proposed, including location and contact person. Provide any
manufacturing approval or licensing methods that may be applicable. For
example: Spray Polyurethane Foam Alliance-SPFA certifications.
5. Delivery, storage and handling.
i. Materials must be delivered in manufacturer’s original containers clearly labeled
with manufacturer’s name, product, identification, safety information, net
weight of contents and expiration date.
ii. The materials must be stored in accordance with the manufacturer’s guidelines
and in a manner that will not damage or otherwise impact the performance of
the SPF.
iii. Remove empty containers from site in a daily basis and dispose on containers
properly.
6. Manufacturers. Materials must be furnished by one of the following manufacturers or
an approved equivalent: NCFI Polyurethanes, Mount Airy, NC, 27030, www.ncfi.com,
(800) 346-8229 or SWD Urethane, Mesa, AZ, 85210, www.swdurethane.com, (800) 8281394.
C. Construction:
1. Submittals. Submit manufacturer’s data sheets on each product to be used, including
the following:
i. Technical data sheets.
ii. General Certification in accordance with the Materials Quality Assurance
Procedures Manual.
iii. Preparation instructions and recommendations.
iv. Storage and handling requirements and recommendations.
v. Installation methods.
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2. Project Conditions.
i. Protect adjacent surfaces, equipment and site areas from damage of overspray.
Refer to Alliance for Polyurethanes Industry (API) Bulletin AX-119, “MDI-Based
Polyurethane Foam Systems: Guidelines for Safe Handling and Disposal.”
ii. Refer to appropriate Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) for safety information.
iii. Protect workers as required by OSHA 29 CFR 1926, “Safety and Health
Regulations for Construction” and manufacturer’s recommendations.
iv. Proper disposal of waste materials and containers must be done in accordance
with the manufacturer’s guidelines and federal and state laws.
3. Preparation.
i. Substrates must be properly prepared prior to installation. The SPF components
isocyanate (A) and polyol (B) must be processed in accordance with
manufacturer’s instructions. The City Project Manager must be notified of any
unsatisfactory preparation.
ii. Prepare surfaces as recommended by manufacturer.
iii. Maintain appropriate environmental conditions (temperature, humidity, and
ventilation) within limits recommended by manufacturer.
4. Application.
i. The SPF must cover the entire Internal circumference if the structures from the
top of the chimney to the bottom of the structure or to a depth of at least 5
feet, whichever is greater.
ii. The SPF must be applied in at least ½ inch thick passes with the overall thickness
to be at least 1 inch. The full thickness of SPF to be applied within any given
area must be completed within 1 (one) works day or less.
iii. Coverage must be uniform to the specified depth.
iv. Filling voids on the outside of structures must be approved by the City Project
Manager prior to application.
v. If applicable, protect installed products until the area has been covered with
backfill materials in void filling operations.
vi. Install drainage structure covers before moving to the next location.
D. Measurement and Payment. The completed work, as described will be measured and paid for as
the contract unit price as listed below:
Description

Unit of Measure

Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures Per Occurrence:

Each (5-foot depth)

Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures, Add Depth:

Per Foot

Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures, External Void Fill:

Per Pound
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i.

ii.

iii.

Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures Per Occurrence includes all labor,
equipment and materials necessary to prepare the surface of a
structure, furnish and apply all polyurethane foam for the depth of five
(5) feet below final pavement grade. This cost will be per occurrence
regardless of the size of the structure.
Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures, Add Depth includes all labor,
equipment and materials necessary to prepare the surface of a
structure, furnish and apply all polyurethane foam for the additional
depth beyond five (5) feet below final pavement grade.
Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures, External Void Fill includes all
labor, equipment and materials necessary to prepare the surface of a
structure, furnish and apply all polyurethane foam to completely fill
voids around the exterior of the structure and/or under adjacent
concrete slabs.

E. Other:
1. Confined Space: The successful bidder shall be responsible for adherence to all City,
State and Federal rules and regulations and shall be required to obtain a confined space
entry permit from the City if entry is required. The contractor shall adhere to the
Department of Labor general Industry Safety Standards, Commission Safety Standards
Part 90 Confined Space Entry, effective date October 30, 1993 or the latest version
thereof. The contractor shall have an adequate safety and safety training program and
equipment for all hazardous materials and confined space, that shall provide the needed
expertise required for the proper performance of the tasks as outlined in the applicable
MIOSHA rules and regulations.
2. Traffic Control: Traffic control shall be in accordance with MMUTCD and MDOT rules
and regulations. All traffic control equipment and signage whether rented, purchased
or owned, shall be included in the bid pricing proposed.
Dimensions, if furnished, are for general reference only and should be verified by Respondents.
COVID-19
All persons providing goods and/or services to Kent County shall comply with all applicable local, State
and Federal laws, rules, and regulations specifically including, but not limited to, lawful Emergency
Orders.
The Kent County Standard Submission Terms posted on the Bid Opportunities page of the Kent County
Purchasing Division website are incorporated by reference into the solicitation.
REQUESTING AGENCIES
This solicitation is issued in collaboration with the named local governmental agencies. The solicitation
terms and conditions apply on behalf of the local agencies unless otherwise waived by an authorized
agent. For the purposes of this solicitation, the term “Kent County” or “County” shall include all named
local governmental agencies unless specifically stated otherwise.
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Each local agency reserves its right to award at its sole discretion without regard to the terms and
conditions in this request. Each local agency is independently and solely responsible for the awards
each local agency accepts. Awards made by Kent County for Kent County shall state the award is a Kent
County award for which Kent County is responsible.
INVITATION FOR BID/RFQ SUBMISSION
Complete submissions must be received in the Kent County Purchasing Division no later than the due
date/time specified by the designated clock (local time). Late, faxed, or emailed responses will NOT be
considered.
The health and safety of the community is a top priority; therefore, Kent County Purchasing Division is
shifting all Solicitations to electronic response only until further notice. Reponses may be submitted
electronically by selecting the "Submit Online" icon on the Bid Opportunities page of the Kent County
Purchasing Division's website. Respondent must include a complete proposal as one (1) non-password
protected PDF document, unless otherwise designated by Kent County.
Respondent shall submit the Response Form (“Bid Form” “Submission Form”) posted on the Bids
Opportunities page of the Kent County Purchasing Division’s website unless otherwise attached to the
Solicitation. Click the Submit Online icon to submit electronically or to print the Response Form.
Respondent must submit the Bid Bond with Response Form if required.
The time required to upload a submission may vary. Respondent assumes all risks associated with
electronic submission (including all possible technical issues) and deems the County and its service
provider harmless and without fault regardless the reason. Successful electronic submissions are
confirmed via Respondent's email. Respondent shall view the link in the confirmation email to
determine accuracy prior to due date/time.
Responses that deviate from the Solicitation specifications will only be considered if the deviations are
clearly detailed and noted within the Response. In case of a dispute regarding the true intent and
meaning of the specifications, the County’s interpretation will prevail. When a Solicitation states no
alternates, no deviations are permitted.
Kent County is not liable for cost incurred prior to award. A submission shall constitute an irrevocable
offer for a period of sixty (60) days from the due date/time. In the event the notification of award is not
made within sixty (60) days from the due date/time, the Respondent may withdraw or provide a written
extension of their submission.
Submissions may only be withdrawn by written request if the request is received before the due
date/time. Withdrawals subsequent to opening shall be subject to Kent County Fiscal Policy –
Centralized Purchasing 5(i)(2).
NO BID
Please provide feedback if you are electing not to participate in this solicitation.
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Contractor Name:
_______________________

Representative Name:
_______________________

Email & Phone:
_______________________
_______________________

Bid 4281 – Submission Form
Submit all requirements under Section B-Materials.
2021
Description

Unit of Measure

Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures Per Occurrence:

_____

Each (5-foot depth)

Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures, Add Depth:

_____

Per Foot

Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures, External Void Fill:

_____

Per Pound

2022-Renewal
Description

Unit of Measure

Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures Per Occurrence:

_____

Each (5-foot depth)

Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures, Add Depth:

_____

Per Foot

Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures, External Void Fill:

_____

Per Pound

2023-Renewal
Description

Unit of Measure

Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures Per Occurrence:

_____

Each (5-foot depth)

Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures, Add Depth:

_____

Per Foot

Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures, External Void Fill:

_____

Per Pound

2024-Renewal
Description

Unit of Measure

Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures Per Occurrence:

_____

Each (5-foot depth)

Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures, Add Depth:

_____

Per Foot

Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures, External Void Fill:

_____

Per Pound
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Kent County Purchasing Division
Bid 4281: Catch Basin, Manhole and Storm Drain Repair for the City of
East Grand Rapids
Due: 03/05/2021 at 2 p.m.

Decription
Line
1 2021 - Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures Per Occurrence
2 2021 - Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures, Add Depth
3 2021 - Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures, External Void Fill

UOFM
Each (5 ft. Depth)
Foot
Pound

Quote
Vendor
$ 350.00 Havener Tech
$ 50.00 Havener Tech
$ 10.00 Havener Tech

4
5
6

2022 Renewal - Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures Per Occurrence
2022 Renewal - Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures, Add Depth
2022 Renewal - Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures, External Void Fill

Each (5 ft. Depth)
Foot
Pound

$ 350.00 Havener Tech
$ 50.00 Havener Tech
$ 10.00 Havener Tech

7
8
9

2023 Renewal - Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures Per Occurrence
2023 Renewal - Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures, Add Depth
2023 Renewal - Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures, External Void Fill

Each (5 ft. Depth)
Foot
Pound

$ 350.00 Havener Tech
$ 50.00 Havener Tech
$ 10.00 Havener Tech

10 2024 Renewal - Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures Per Occurrence
11 2024 Renewal - Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures, Add Depth
12 2024 Renewal - Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures, External Void Fill

Each (5 ft. Depth)
Foot
Pound

$ 350.00 Havener Tech
$ 50.00 Havener Tech
$ 10.00 Havener Tech

1
2
3

2021 - Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures Per Occurrence
2021 - Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures, Add Depth
2021 - Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures, External Void Fill

Each (5 ft. Depth)
Foot
Pound

$ 500.00 J J Mich Inc
$ 50.00 J J Mich Inc
$ 11.00 J J Mich Inc

4
5
6

2022 Renewal - Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures Per Occurrence
2022 Renewal - Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures, Add Depth
2022 Renewal - Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures, External Void Fill

Each (5 ft. Depth)
Foot
Pound

$ 500.00 J J Mich Inc
$ 50.00 J J Mich Inc
$ 11.00 J J Mich Inc

7
8
9

2023 Renewal - Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures Per Occurrence
2023 Renewal - Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures, Add Depth
2023 Renewal - Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures, External Void Fill

Each (5 ft. Depth)
Foot
Pound

$ 525.00 J J Mich Inc
$ 50.00 J J Mich Inc
$ 11.00 J J Mich Inc

10 2024 Renewal - Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures Per Occurrence
11 2024 Renewal - Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures, Add Depth
12 2024 Renewal - Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures, External Void Fill

Each (5 ft. Depth)
Foot
Pound

$ 525.00 J J Mich Inc
$ 50.00 J J Mich Inc
$ 11.00 J J Mich Inc

1
2
3

2021 - Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures Per Occurrence
2021 - Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures, Add Depth
2021 - Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures, External Void Fill

Each (5 ft. Depth)
Foot
Pound

$ 485.00 Plummers Environmental Services
$ 100.00 Plummers Environmental Services
$ 8.00 Plummers Environmental Services

4
5
6

2022 Renewal - Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures Per Occurrence
2022 Renewal - Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures, Add Depth
2022 Renewal - Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures, External Void Fill

Each (5 ft. Depth)
Foot
Pound

$ 485.00 Plummers Environmental Services
$ 100.00 Plummers Environmental Services
$ 8.00 Plummers Environmental Services

7
8
9

2023 Renewal - Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures Per Occurrence
2023 Renewal - Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures, Add Depth
2023 Renewal - Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures, External Void Fill

Each (5 ft. Depth)
Foot
Pound

$ 485.00 Plummers Environmental Services
$ 100.00 Plummers Environmental Services
$ 8.00 Plummers Environmental Services

10 2024 Renewal - Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures Per Occurrence
11 2024 Renewal - Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures, Add Depth
12 2024 Renewal - Spray Polyurethane Foam, Structures, External Void Fill

Each (5 ft. Depth)
Foot
Pound

$ 485.00 Plummers Environmental Services
$ 100.00 Plummers Environmental Services
$ 8.00 Plummers Environmental Services

Note: This document shall not be construed as a comment on the responsiveness and is subject to change during the review process. This information is not an
indicator of award.

CITY OF

EAST GRAND RAPIDS
750 LAKESIDE DRIVE SE • EAST GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
49506
(616) 949-2110
www.eastgr.org
MARK HERALD
PUBLIC SAFETY DIRECTOR

MEMORANDUM
DATE:

March 29, 2021

TO:

Honorable Mayor and City Commissioners

FROM:

Mark A. Herald, Director of Public Safety

RE:

Kent County Dispatch Agreement 2nd Amendment

Action Requested: That the City Commission approve a five-year extension of the dispatch
agreement with Kent County.
Background: On January 1, 2018, the City of East Grand Rapids signed an “Amendment to
Dispatch Agreement” with Kent County extending our dispatch services through December 31,
2020. The Public Safety Department has been dispatched by the Kent County Sherriff’s Office
since the 1980s. During this time, the Kent County Sherriff’s Office has provided the Public
Safety Department with high quality service at a reasonable price. The partnership for
dispatching between Kent County and the City was formalized with a written contract in 2015.
The City will pay Kent County approximately $85,000 for services in FY 20/21.
Kent County is requesting that the City sign the “SECOND AMENDMENT TO THE CITY OF
EAST GRAND RAPIDS DISPATCH AGREEMENT” which “will be automatically renewed for
successive periods of five (5) years unless sooner terminated by either party by providing the
other party a 365-days written notice of their intention to terminate this Agreement.” This
agreement will expire of December 31, 2025.
I recommend that the City Commission approve the attached contract extension with Kent
County for dispatching services.
The Finance Committee has reviewed this report and found it in order.
REVIEWED & APPROVED FOR SUBMISSION:

Shea Charles
City Manager
Attachments
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CITY OF

EAST GRAND RAPIDS
750 LAKESIDE DRIVE SE • EAST GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN 49506
(616) 940-4817

www.eastgr.org

DOUG LA FAVE
DEPUTY CITY MANAGER

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:

Honorable Mayor and City Commissioners
Doug La Fave, Deputy City Manager
3/15/2021

RE:

2021 Hall Street Project-Amendment to Grand Rapids-East Grand Rapids Agreement

Action Requested: That the City Commission consider approval of an Amendment to the City of
Grand Rapids and City of East Grand Rapids Agreement for the reconstruction of Hall Street from
Plymouth Road to 1,275 feet east of Plymouth Road.
Background: As part of the 2021 Hall Street project there are two project segments, a shared
segment between the City of Grand Rapids and City of East Grand Rapids from Plymouth Road to
1,275 feet and the City of East Grand Rapids segment from 1,275 feet east of Plymouth Road
(approximately Wilshire Drive) to Lake Drive.
In 2020 the City of Grand Rapids and City of East Grand Rapids approved a joint cost sharing and
administration agreement to split costs 50/50 of the shared road segment. As documents are in the
process of being finalized with The Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT), they requested
several minor changes be made to Section 2 of the Agreement. Changes are limited to the revised
estimated amount that both entities agree to cost share and specific notation of each entity and the
associated portion. These changes are noted in the proposed Amendment document. The original
Agreement is also included.
This has been reviewed by the City of Grand Rapids, City of East Grand Rapids and the Michigan
Department of Transportation.

REVIEWED & APPROVED FOR SUBMISSION:

Shea Charles
City Manager

AMENDMENT TO THE CITY OF GRAND RAPIDS AND THE CITY OF EAST GRAND
RAPIDS AGREEMENT
FOR RECONSTRUCTION OF HALL STREET
FROM PLYMOUTH AVENUE TO 1275 FEET EAST OF PLYMOUTH AVENUE

THIS AMENDMENT, made this _____ day of March, 2021, between the City of
Grand Rapids, a Michigan Municipal Corporation, 300 Monroe Avenue, N.W., Grand Rapids,
Michigan, 49503 hereinafter referred to as "Grand Rapids", and the City of East Grand Rapids,
a Michigan Municipal Corporation , 750 Lakeside Drive S.E., East Grand Rapids. Michigan
49506, hereinafter referred to as “East Grand Rapids”.
The parties to the Agreement dated February 25, 2020 (City Commission
Proceeding # 89662) hereto agree to revise Section 2. No other provisions of said Agreement
are affected by this Amendment.
Final costs for the project will be based on actual design and construction
engineering costs and construction costs for the project. These costs will be financed in part by
MDOT (grant share), Grand Rapids, and East Grand Rapids. MDOT's estimated share of the
construction cost will be approximately $245,363 in accordance with the aforementioned MDOT
Agreements as shown on Exhibit A. It is contemplated that the remaining costs of approximately
$452,116 will be shared by Grand Rapids and East Grand Rapids. East Grand Rapids will
invoice Grand Rapids for Grand Rapids’ portion of the Design and Construction Phase
Engineering/Inspection Services and Materials Testing estimated to be $49,047. Grand Rapids
will invoice East Grand Rapids for East Grand Rapids’ portion of the Construction (Participating
and Non-Participating) Contract costs for the project, estimated to be $122,318. Each party will
promptly pay actual costs upon receipt of invoices and supporting calculations for the same
including payment of construction related expenses subsequent to final approval of the
construction related expenses by its City Commission. An estimation of what each party's costs
will be based on the actual construction and construction related costs prorated in the manner
shown on Exhibit A*.
The parties hereto have executed this Amendment as of the day and year first
above written.
WITNESS:

CITY OF EAST GRAND RAPIDS

_____________________________

By __________________________
Katie Favale, Its Mayor

_____________________________

Attest _______________________
Karen Brower, Its Clerk
CITY OF GRAND RAPIDS

_____________________________

By __________________________
Rosalynn Bliss, Its Mayor

_____________________________

Attest _______________________
Joel H. Hondorp, Its Clerk

CITY OF

EAST GRAND RAPIDS
750 LAKESIDE DRIVE SE • EAST GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN 49506
(616) 940-4817

www.eastgr.org

DOUG LA FAVE
DEPUTY CITY MANAGER

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:

Honorable Mayor and City Commissioners
Doug La Fave, Deputy City Manager
3/15/2021

RE:

2021 Hall Street Project-Contract Signature Authorization

Action Requested: That the City Commission authorize the Mayor and City Clerk to execute
Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT) contracts pertaining to the 2021 Hall Street project.
Background: MDOT regulations require the governing board of a local unit of government to
authorize officials to sign contracts pertaining to federal or state grant funded projects. The approval
requirement consists of authorization by Resolution. Once approved, two certified Resolutions will
be sent to MDOT.

REVIEWED & APPROVED FOR SUBMISSION:

Shea Charles
CITY MANAGER

RESOLUTION

WHEREAS, the City of East Grand Rapids intends to mill and resurface, spot curb/gutter
replacement, ADA sidewalk ramp upgrades and pavement markings for bicycling facilities on
Hall Street from Plymouth Road east 1,275 feet in conjunction with the City of Grand Rapids
and the same on Hall Street from 1,275 feet east of Plymouth to Lake Drive; and
WHEREAS, pursuant to federal regulations, funds have been provided for the
construction of improvements to eligible roads and projects; and
WHEREAS, the Michigan Department of Transportation administers federal funds for
local eligible projects.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED That the City of East Grand Rapids enter into
Contract No. 20-5584, Job No. 205587CON with the Michigan Department of Transportation in
order to obtain federal funds for the construction of said project.
FURTHER RESOLVED That the Mayor and City Clerk shall sign said contract pursuant
to Section 1.138 of the City Code.

Adopted by the East Grand Rapids City Commission on March 29, 2021

_________________________
Karen Brower, City Clerk

